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Abstract

Self-propagating high tem perature synthesis (5 H 5 ) reactions have been 
carried out on mixtures to form MgFe2 0 4 , Mgo.sZno.sFegOA and ZnFe2 0 4 . 
Reactions were carried out in zero and applied magnetic fields of 0.2 T  in 
order to determine the e ffec ts  the field had on the reaction process and 
the structure of the spinel formed.

Time Resolved X-Ray D iffraction experiments (TRXRD) were carried out at 
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) on all three samples. 
Rietveld refinement of the MgFe2 0 4  zero and applied field samples were 
completed. From the calculated weight fractions the applied field was found 
to reduce the reaction time from 875 ms to 250 ms and led to a reduction in 
the lattice parameter value fo r the MgFe2 0 4 . Similar observations were 
made fo r the Mgo.5Zno5 Fe2 0 4  and ZnFe2Û 4 samples.

The temperature and velocity of the MgFe2 0 4  reaction were measured using 
the Thermal Imaging technique. This allowed real time observations of the  
SHS wave moving through the sample. The applied field was found to lead to 
ca. 50°C hotter and 0.79 mm s'̂  fas te r reactions. I t  also appeared to 
influence the method of wave propagation, zero field reactions followed a 
steady mode of propagation with the applied field making the wave fron t 
more oscillatory. The f irs t  SHS bulk reactions studied using the thermal 
imaging technique were carried out and o ffered  an explanation fo r the  
surface cracking and heat islands formed as the reacYion occurred.

Conventional X-Ray analysis was carried out on the three samples, to 
determine the differences between as made SHS and sintered products. 
The applied field was observed to influence the atomic site occupancies of 
the SHS and sintered products with the inversion parameter a t 0.26 fo r the  
applied field when compared to 0.06 in zero field. Reduction of the  
magnesium content, resulted in less of the spinel forming in the SHS stage 
of the reaction. This was attributed to the lower temperatures reached in 
the reaction measured in the thermal imaging experiments.

Finally the development of the new mount allowed identical experiments to 
be carried out on zero and applied field samples. The TRXRD and Thermal 
imaging results could directly compared helping to understand the influence 
of the applied field.
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CHAPTER ONE

Literature Review and Introduction to SHS

1. In tro d u c tio n

This chapter Introduces the background to self-propagating high 

temperature synthesis reactions (SHS). Comparisons are made 

between SHS and conventional methods of ceramic synthesis. The 

chapter also presents an introduction to the spinel ferrites  and an 

introduction to the effects of applied magnetic fields on SHS 

reactions. The chapter concludes with a literature summary of the 

techniques used throughout this work and their application to SHS.
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1.1 Background

A.ô Merzhanov discovered a new type of reaction to form solid 

products through a combustion wave at the Institute of Chemical 

Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Chernogolovka (1967), 

which later became known as Self-Propagating High Temperature 

synthesis^^. The method was officially named as “The Phenomenon of 

the Wave Localisation of Solid-State Autoretarding Reactions". I t  was 

discovered during a search for a model of the so-called gas I ess 

combustion and the attempted synthesis of copper and silver 

actylenides that could be expected to burn with no gas evolution. The 

method has since been used to synthesise a wide range of inorganic 

compounds, inter-metallics, metal oxides, ferrites and silicides^. 

Common uses of SHS include the thermite reaction (Equation 1.1), 

which is used in welding, and the Coldsmidt reaction (Equation 1.2), 

which is used to produce chromium. More advanced materials such as 

high temperature superconductors can also be synthesised via SHS 

reactions (Equation 1.3)

FeaOs + Al -> Fe + AI2O3 Equation 1.1

CrzOs + Al ^  Cr + AI2O3 Equation 1.2

SCu + 2Ba02 + tY 2 0 3  + 02 ^  YBa2Cu3 0 7 -x Equation 1.3

The method can be applied to any process where a suitable exothermic 

reaction can occur. All solid state exothermic reactions will produce 

heat, but SHS reactions produce a sufficient amount of heat to
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produce a propagation wave, the temperatures of such SHS processes 

are often in excess of 1200°C. SHS reactions are normally initiated 

from the sample surface with a heat flux. A fte r initiation the SHS 

reaction proceeds by self-propagation and no external heating is 

required. In  some cases reactions may be initiated by bulk heating in a 

furnace and carried out in the mode of thermal explosion"  ̂so that the 

reactants are heated in a uniform manner and the reaction occurs 

simultaneously throughout the sample. The difference in the two 

methods is shown in Figure 1.1 when measuring the reactions with a 

thermocouple. The thermal explosion method is normally used for 

systems which are only weakly exothermic.

JUUL Ignition

Combustion Wave

Thermocouple

Thermocouple

Furnace

chemical reaction Thermal

cool in;

i
Î

f- ■Rëâting by wave

Time

Explosion cooling

S
Delay periodI

H

'arming-up

Time

(a)
(b)

Figure 1.1: Comparison of thermocouple readings of (a) SHS waves and (b) thermal 

explosion reactions.
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There are several modes In which the propagation wave can move 

through the green mixture. In  the simplest and most important case 

of steady propagation all of the wave points move at a steady and 

identical velocity. There are three ways in which the stable wave can 

be affected and the system will undergo changes to the propagation 

wave; (1) pulsating combustion or auto-oscillations where the 

propagation wave moves from layer to layer with a non-uniform 

velocity; (2) localisation of the reaction can take place so that one or 

several hot regions appear to travel along a spiral trajectory, at a 

uniform velocity; and (3) chaotic motion where several hotspots form a 

chaotic solid flame. The mode of propagation is dependent on each 

particular reaction. Solid state reactions tend to proceed in a stable 

mode.^

The exact value of the combustion velocity is commonly of no 

importance. Quantitative study of its dependence on various 

parameters is useful since it contains valuable information on the 

process. A simple propagation wave is not always seen. Sometimes 

during an SHS reaction, situations will arise in which the combustion 

front propagates with some spatial and/or time differences.

Thermal imaging can identify hot spots, which appear where the 

combustion reaction is distorted from layer to layer to a spot which 

propagates at constant velocity along a definite trajectory. This 

phenomena and that of oscillatory combustion has attracted many 

studies by specialists in mathematical physics '̂ .̂
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1.1.1 Traditional methods of Ceramic Synthesis

Conventional methods of ceramic synthesis are based on classical 

processes of powder metallurgy at high temperatures to give a 

consolidated final product. Common features include the use of strong 

external heating, making the process highly energy intensive.

The traditional method of ceramic synthesis is often described at the 

"heat and beat" technique, which was originally used in the 

manufacture of pottery, and more recently more advanced materials. 

Ceramic materials are used in a wide range of fields including fibre- 

optic communications, in automobiles and as bioceramics which have 

uses in surgery and other medical applications®.

The "heat and beat" method involves the mixing and firing of solid 

reagents that have been ground to a homogenous state and heated to 

high temperatures often in excess of 1500°C for long periods of time. 

High temperatures are required in order that they overcome the 

solid-state diffusion barrier. Grinding Increases the surface area 

available for the reactions to take place. Build up of products occurs 

on the surface since reactions can only take place between 

neighbouring atoms so that as the reaction progresses the diffusion 

pathway becomes larger as the product build up increases and the rate 

of reaction consequently decreases. The grinding and re-heating 

processes are therefore repeated producing more unreacted surface.
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This traditional method can be both expensive and time consuming and 

will often form products with large deformities in crystal structure^. 

Removing the required solid product from the solid mixtures can be 

difficult and in some cases impossible. I t  is also difficult to pre

determine the conditions that will result in the desired product. There 

are two ways in which the traditional method can be improved. Firstly 

a reduction in the diffusion path ensures a faster rate of reaction and 

secondly, techniques that decrease the need for repeated heating 

periods.

Co-precipitation and sol-gel techniques for example will decrease the 

diffusion path length and have been used to reduce the effects of the 

solid state diffusion barrier^°. The result is a reduction to a few 

angstroms of the particle size, inducing a smaller scale mixing of 

reagents. Thermodynamic properties of reagents have also been 

utilised, taking advantage of highly exothermic reactions, which 

develop the product in an explosive type response, a “Combustion 

Synthesis" of which SHS is an example.

SHS is a type of solid state reaction. The material properties of the 

products formed are highly dependent on their structure. Reactants 

are mixed together to form a precursor powder normally known as a 

green mixture which is then initiated to form the products. Slight 

alterations in the green mixture composition can a ffec t the 

combustion temperature, which can result in the formation of an 

incorrect phase. The temperatures, which are needed to overcome the
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solid state barriers, are obtained directly from the energy released 

by the reaction rather than a furnace.^^

1.1.2 SHS versus traditional methods

Traditional ceramic methods have several disadvantages, including 

costs associated with long heating times and high temperatures, as 

well as possible contamination from the furnace. In  contrast SHS have 

several advantages including;

. The use of less expensive chemical energy is used rather than 

electrical power.

• Simple experimental set up.

• Fast synthesis.

• Layer by layer heat release ensuring feasibility of use with large 

amounts of green mixture.

• Large conversion of reagents to products with limited by-products.

In  addition the high temperature of the combustion wave may remove 

volatile impurities, leading to a higher purity product. A disadvantage 

of SHS is that it can only be used for reactions that are sufficiently 

exothermic, whereas traditional methods can be achieved from any 

substance heated in a furnace when the reaction is thermodynamically 

favourable. A further disadvantage is that SHS produced ceramics 

are generally of high porosity unless an external method, such as hot 

pressing is used.^^
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1.1.3 SHS Wave

The 5 H S  wave is defined by a number of sections with d ifferent 

chemical properties. The combustion front Is the "hot" part of the 

wave and Is clearly followed by zones of chemical reactions or where 

some phases may become molten. Investigations of the wave and 

combustion zones using micro-thermocouples and optical pyrometer 

methods of determining the temperature profile show complicated 

characteristics. Figure 1.2 shows typical zones of product formation 

as the combustion wave passes through the green mixture, In this case 

T I5S I3.

r,K D
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1500

1100

700

x+6

Temperature profile for the combustion wave in the 5Ti+3Si system: 
A-B - formation of intermediate products: TjSi and Ti^Si^
C - melting of intermediate product TiSi^
D - formation of the final product TigSi^

Figure 1.2: Product formation in an SHS reaction of TigSis
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As a result of examining combustion waves and their propagation 

methods, there is a generalised expression, which describes the 

dependence of the wave velocity on the parameters of the main stage 

of combustion/"^

u = A(7’»;;«)exp(-£//?r,) Equation 1.4

where,

u = velocity of the combustion front 

T" = Temperature of the main combustion stage 

T|* = Degrees of substance conversion at T*

E = Activation energy

A is a function weaker than the exponential one and can have 

different profiles in various cases. The function represents the rate 

of heat generation corresponding to the rate of heat generation. Its  

interpretation as well as T*and q* determination allows the description 

of the combustion laws observed in practice using this expression.

1.1.3.1 Temperatures of SHS reactions

In  order for a reaction to be self-propagating, it must be highly 

exothermic and will therefore be associated with high temperatures. 

An indication of the temperature reached by the product during the 

reaction is the parameter Tad -  the adiabatic temperature.
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This can be calculated by assuming no heat energy is lost to the 

surrounding environment and that the enthalpy of the reaction heats 

the products so that:

Tad

~ ^ r 2&9K= p (products).dT Equation 1.5
rj

where AHr2 98K is the reaction enthalpy at 298 K, Cp(products) is the 

total heat capacity of the products and Tad is the adiabatic 

combustion temperature.

Yi and Moore^^ state that it is reasonable to assume adiabatic 

conditions for SHS because there is very little  time for the heat to 

be lost given the speed of SHS.

Combustion temperatures can be calculated for almost all systems 

with known thermodynamic functions. For more complicated systems 

the temperatures are calculated on a universal program. The 

comparison of calculations and experimental data obtained under 

adiabatic conditions is given in Table 1.1. The agreement is so high that 

it is clear that the thermodynamic calculations are extremely useful.
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Reaction T Calc (K) Texp (K)

N i +A1 ^ N iA l 1910 1910

Co +A1 CoAl 1900 1880

T i + Si ^ TiS i 2000 1850

T i + 2Si TiSi2 1800 1770

Nb + 2Si ^ NbSio 1900 1880

Nb + C ^ NbC 2800 2650

Table 1.1: Calculated versus Experimental Temperatures for SHS reactlons^^.

1.1.4 Homogenous and Heterogeneous systems

SHS reactions can be homogenous, where all of the reacting species 

are in the same state, i.e. all are powder material, (often called a 

gasless combustion system), or a hybrid heterogeneous systems where 

the system comprises reactants in d ifferent states, typically solids 

and gases. These are known as gas-solid reactions involving at least 

one gaseous reagent in the main reaction.^^

The gasless system is described by the chemical equation,

+ Equation 1.6
1=1 1=1
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Where, X/'^are elemental reactant powders, P)"'^are the products, Q

is the heat of the reaction and the subscripts (s) and (I) indicate solid 

and liquid states. A common example of this type of reaction is

Tiu) + C(.) n q ,)  + 230KJmor' Equation 1.7

The heterogeneous system, gas-solid type can be described by the 

Equation 1.8.

+Q  Equation 1.8
1=1 1=1 ;=1

where, represents the gaseous reactants (e.g. N 2 O 2 H2) which, in 

some cases can penetrate the sample by infiltration through its pores. 

This is called infiltration combustion synthesis. An example is the 

nitration of Titanium:

Tî s) + - ^ 2(s) +355KJmor' Equation 1.9

In  a heterogeneous theory it was found that fo r SHS to occur 

Equation 1.10 is true^^

Equation 1 .1 0
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1.1.5 Structural Macrokinetics

structural Macrokinetics studies the evolution of structures during a 

chemical transformation. I t  was developed in the 1980's in order to 

examine the non-equilibrium SHS reactions where products form in 

the post combustion zone or a series of processes occur.

Macrokinetics is based on the assumption that transient products and 

structures in the SHS wave have a non-equilibrium nature and so 

traditional SHS theory needs to combine the considerations of 

combustion mechanisms and processes of structure formation. 

Therefore decomposition of the old structure and formation of the 

new one in chemical conversions can occur sequentially accompanied by 

the formation of a disordered state of the substance. The principal 

concept of structural macrokinetics is summarised in Figure 1.3.
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(non-equilibrium structure)
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Re crystallisation and other

post - processes
(equilibrium structure)

Figure 1.3: Principle Concepts of Macrokinetics

First SHS reactions suggested that the final product formation was 

not only a consequence but also the cause of combustion. In  1975 

Borovinskaya^  ̂ suggested reactions might result in solutions rather 

than final products which are formed far from the combustion front 

as a result of further transformations of the solutions. An 

interpretation of the two ultimate mechanisms of SHS -  equilibrium 

and non-equilibrium was developed.
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1.1.6 Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Reactions

1.1.6.1 Equilibrium Reactions

Chemical and structural transformations occur simultaneously in the 

common zone of heat evolution. This process is mainly typical for solid- 

phase reaction at low combustion velocities. A mczssary condition for 

SHS propagation waves to move at a constant velocity is that the 

crystallisation time ( t j  is much longer then the re-crystallisation time 

( t r e e ) .  In  an equilibrium mechanism, both of these must be faster than 

the reaction time itself so that t r «  t c ,  t r e e .

1.1.6.2 Non Equilibrium Reactions

In  a non-equilibrium mechanism, structural transformations will occur 

in the post combustion zone so that tr »  tc, tree. In  this case the 

structural transformations take place fa r behind the combustion front 

when chemical reactions are already completed. The substances 

formed are in a metastable state in the zone of heat evolution and can 

decompose to form the products final structure.
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Figure 1.4: Adiabatic structures of the propagation waves. Top figure showing the 

equilibrium mechanism and the lower the non-equilibrium process^®.
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Typical parameters, which are associated with SH5 reactions, are 

detailed in Table 1.2. These are the values that show the upper and 

lower limit characteristics of the SHS reactions as described earlier.

Parameter Units

Burning Velocity 0 .1 -2 0  cm/s

Combustion Temperature 2300 -  3800 K

Heating Rate 10^- lO^K/s

Igniting Fluence 10 -  200 calZ(cm^s)

Induction Time for Reaction 0.2 —1.2s

Ignition Temperature 8 0 0 - 1200 K

Table 1.2: Typical SHS parameters^'

1.2 Ferrites

This section discusses the ferrites, in particular the magnesium zinc 

ferrites which are studied in this thesis. The section presents the 

structure of the ferrites  as well as the uses of the materials 

prepared for this work.

The term fe rr ite  describes a magnetic ceramic oxide in which Pe2 0 4  is 

the major component. The magnesium zinc ferrites  given by the 

formula MgxZni-xFezOs are all in the form MFe2 0 4  where the metals 

are in oxidation states of and Fê ^̂  and are examples of ceramics 

rather than metallic materials.
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Magnesium zinc ferrites are examples of spinel ferrites^^'^^'^t Other 

fe rrite  materials include garnets, for example yttrium iron garnet 

YsFesOia, and hexagonal ferrites such as barium fe rrite  BaFeizOig.

1.2.1 Spinel Ferrites

Spinels have the general formula AB2O4 and are structurally similar to 

the naturally occurring MgAl2 0 4  which is based on the Bravais face 

centred cubic array of oxygen atoms with the metal AI and Mg ions 

occupying the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites within the 

array. Figure 1.6 shows the formula unit for a spinel structure and the 

unit cell, which is made up of eight of the formula units. Within the 

array there are octahedral and ®/ô4 tetrahedral occupied sites.

•  *-

•

(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Formula Unit of Spinel AAgAl2 0 4 (3 D view)

(b) Projection along 001 

(V\/hite = oxygen , Red (A) = Aluminium, Purple (B) = Magnesium )
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The AB 2O 4 fe rrite  can be defined in two ways, which are dependent on 

the occupancies of the tetrahedral and the octahedral sites. The 

difference in the occupation of these sites is described by normal and 

inverse spinel structures. In  the case of a spinel MFezOs the normal 

spinel is defined when Fe^* ions occupy and fill all of the octahedral 

sites and the the tetrahedral sites so that (M)A(Fe2 )B0 4  is an 

example of a true spinel.

In  the inverse spinel, Fe^* ions fill half of the octahedral sites and all 

of the tetrahedral sites. The remaining ions occupy the octahedral 

sites so that (Fe)A(MFe)B0 4  is an inverse spinel.

I t  is normally the case that spinels are of an intermediate structure, 

which is somewhere between the two extremes, such as MgxZni- 

xFe2 0 4 , where the occupancy of the sites is determined by the 

inversion parameter x in the representation:

(M xFei-x)A(M i-xFei+x)604.

Under these circumstances x  = 1 corresponds to a normal structure 

and X = 0^0  the inverse structure. A random arrangement of the Fe 

and metal(s) will occur when % - %  In  general the structure reaches 

the random arrangement, as the preparation temperature is 

i n c r e a s e d . ^ ^ ' ^ ^
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Factors, which influence the structure that is adopted, are those such 

as ionic radius and crystal field stabilisation energies (CFSE). The 

radius of the tetrahedral site is typically 0.58 -  0.67 Â and the 

octahedral site 0.7 -  0.9 Â so that if an ion is sterically too large to be 

incorporated into a tetrahedral site then it will be located in an 

octahedral site regardless of the effects of CFSE^ .̂ Ionic radius is a 

small factor to be considered as flexibility in the position of the anion 

in the spinel structure allows a range of cation sizes to be 

incorporated at their preferred contact distances.

Lattice energy calculations show that the normal spinel often has 

slightly higher lattice energy when compared to the inverse form. The 

energy is determined by the summation of all coulombic interactions 

of the ion pairs in the lattice. Placing a highly charged ion on a high co

ordination site produces greater lattice energy. This suggests that 

most 2* /  3* spinels should adopt the normal structure^^. In  the case 

of non-transition metal systems where the third feature is not a 

factor, the spinel that forms is usually normal.

The third factor, which affects the normal versus inverse relationship 

of a spinel, is crystal field stabilisation energy (CFSE). CFSE dictates 

the high and low spin forms of a structure according to the splitting 

observed between the t 2g and eg sets of the d orbitals and the ligands 

which are attached to the central atom. The difference between the 

CFSE in octahedral and tetrahedral sites is known as the excess 

octahedral stabilisation energy.
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1.2.2 Mixed Ferrites

Both magnesium and zinc ferrites  form soft spinel ferrites. The 

interest in ferrospinels arises from their ability to distribute the 

cations amongst the octahedral and tetrahedral sites altering their 

chemical and physical properties.

Spinel ferrites are often used in the microwave industry, Non 

conducting materials are essential to ensure total penetration of 

electromagnetic fields. Ferrimagnetic oxides of iron combine the 

properties of a magnetic material with that of an electrical insulator. 

The crystal structure of spinels is isomorphous with that of the 

mineral MgAl2 0 4 . When the tr i valent aF* is substituted with Fe^\ 

magnesium fe rrite  MgFezOA is formed. Magnesium fe rr ite  is well 

suited for microwave applications with a specific resistance (10® - 10 °̂ 

n  cm). Almost any divalent metal ion can be substituted to form a 

spinel ferrite^^.

One of the main attractions of the spinel ferrites  is the possibility of 

mixing different compositions. The mixed fe rr ite  oxides 

(Mi(x)M2(i-x)Fe2 0 4 ) mixing parameter (x) can change the magnetic 

moments, the strength of super exchange and the Neel temperature. 

The degree of inversion can alter the properties of the spinel fe rrite  

as well.
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For high power application NiPe2 0 4  are the most frequently used 

microwave spinels. Lithium fe rr ite  is the most frequently used 

microwave spinel with a high Neel temperature and square hysteresis 

loop.

Crystalline ZnFez04  is a normal spinel at room temperature and is a 

commercially important material due to its excellent electrical and 

magnetic properties.^®^^

An un-substituted magnesium fe rr ite  has low magnetic penetration and 

a relatively low specific resistance which has limited uses industrially. 

However, Ferramic-A, a doped magnesium fe rr ite  is commercially used 

in many applications. For example, the most industrially useful spinel is 

the mixed MnxMgyFe2 0 4  which is used in devices, which must have low 

magnetic and dielectric losses, such as time and frequency devices. I t  

has good magnetic properties up to 100 MHz, the saturation of 

magnetization of MgxMny fe rr ite  can be varied from 1200 to 2800 6®® 

and p=  4.5 g/cm®.

The magnetic structure of the Mn fe rr ite  is the same as the Fe®\ The 

saturation magnetisation of the mixed MgMnFe2Û 4 can be varied from 

1200 to 1800 & dependent on the degree of site inversion. This is 

affected by sintering temperature and rate of cooling. Magnesium 

manganese ferrites  are used at low power in microwave systems for 

the 7-15 GHz spectrum®®.
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Further useful properties are obtained for the series of magnesium 

zinc ferrites, in particular the 50:50 mix Mgo5Zno.5 pe2 0 4  known 

commercially as Ferrocube-Z which are used as fe rr ite  cores where 

effective coupling between an electric current and magnetic flux is 

required^\ Magnesium Zinc fe rr ite  (Mgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4 ) has a saturation 

of Bs 3500 & and coercivity of He = 600 Oe'̂  (p= 4.7 g cm'^) and is used 

widely in mobile phones^ .̂

Chromium substituted magnesium and magnesium-zinc ferrites have 

good industrial applications and are widely used in fundamental studies 

of structural and magnetic properties. Chromium substituted iron 

ferrites MgFe2-xCrxÛ4 are used for long wavelength parts of the high 

frequency range (10 -  14 cm) owing to their low loss coefficients.

Figures 1.6 and 1.7 show the spinel structures for magnesium fe rrite  

and zinc fe rr ite  and the x-ray pattern for each structure.
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Figure 1,6 MgFe204 cell structure and X-Ray pattern^^ 

(Atoms -Oxygen. Magnesisum, Iron)
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Figure 1.7 ZnfezOA cell structure and X-Ray pattern?*

(Atoms - Oxygen, Zinc, Iron)

The differences in the intensity patterns are a result of the cation 

distribution across the A and B sites.
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1.3 Field Effects

Magnetic fields are known to a ffec t a number of d ifferent chemical 

reactions in the gas, liquid and solid phase. Over the past ten years 

aimed at investigating the effects of an applied magnetic 

field have shown that there are dramatic changes to products when 

compared to those obtained without a magnetic presence, including 

experiments carried out on ferrites^^ The firs t reactions reported 

that described the effects of an applied field on SHS reaction was in 

1986^^ where a Russian team reported increases in reaction rate and 

reacWon speed in an applied field reaction of titanium carbide. The 

field caused a faster cooling rate of the product and a higher degree 

of formation of the final product. Further investigations were carried 

out on SrPei2 0 i9 reporting similar observations^^.

In  particular the use of high fields (0-20 T), and the effects of 

preparation of materials by SHS in an applied field, has been 

investigated by a UCL team using magnesium fe rrite  and barium 

ferrites^®.

Many effects of using an applied field have been reported including an 

increjase in reaction temperature and propagation wave velocity, 

differences in final phase composition and microstructures in SHS 

products and differences in post annealing products such as coercivity 

and magnetisation. In  the material NbsSis, the material cannot be 

prepared by SHS in the absence of an applied field®^.
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In  1999 Kirdyûshkin e t  at^  studied pellet reactions of intermetallic 

compounds, Ni-Al, Co-5 and Ti-C in order to compare the results with 

the powder reactions, which they had studied previously. X-ray 

microanalysis scans of the products showed that smaller amounts of 

the reagents were present in the samples, which were prepared using 

the applied field, and that magnetic field synthesis led to larger 

regions of each phase in the product structure.

1.3.1 Explanation of the Magnetic Field Effects

The firs t applied field effects reported for an SHS reaction was in 

1986 with respect to the formation of ferromagnetic materials 

containing sulphur and aluminium and non ferromagnetic metals 

containing sulphur" \̂ Only the reactions corned out using

ferromagnetic materials were found to be altered by the applied 

magnetic field.

There have been many publications which have attributed the effects  

of the applied field on iron based powder systems to the iron particles 

aligning with magnetic field lines'̂ '̂̂ '̂'̂ '̂ which is said to mcreose the 

thermal conductivity. However, this explanation cannot be applied to 

reactions, which take place on pellets where the movement of iron 

particles and their subsequent alignment with the magnetic field lines 

is restricted.
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Transverse magnetic fields applied to a Ni-Al, CoS  and Ti-C reaction 

in fields up to 1.9 T  showed a greater degree of product formation in 

applied field samples when compared to zero field reactions, Kidyashin 

e/- j/explain the changes due to external magnetic fields not through 

the agglomeration of iron particles but rather through improving the 

mass transport in the reaction products behind the combustion wave. 

The work proposed that the movement of charged particles as a fluid 

occurred under the influence of a magnetic field.

1.4 Time Resolved X-Ray Diffraction

Time resolved X-ray diffraction (TRXRD) is a technique used to study 

reactions "/>? sifU'. The method can continually monitor crystal field 

structure formation during SHS and is a powerful tool when 

considering the mechanism behind structure formation. TRXRD has 

been used over the past 20 years to investigate a variety of reactions, 

for example the study of hydration'*'^ and crystallisation"^^ processes.

The firs t reported TRXRD reaction study of SHS was in 1981, for the 

Ni-Al system ^  in which XRD patterns of Ni and Ni-Al peaks recorded 

during a reaction of a Ni and Al mixture demonstrated that a line of 

monoaluminide appeared 70 s a fte r the passage of the propagation 

wave. The formation of the NiAl product was preceded by two peaks, 

which were in a region of larger interplanar spacing than that of NiAl. 

These were assigned to unidentifiable reactive intermediate phases.
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TRXRD can be used to gain high quality relevant data in a fraction of a 

second, TRXRO at the ESRF in France, and at Daresbury (UK) use 

synchrotron radiation that allows the examination of the reaction 

pathways and the formation of intermediates during SHS reactions. 

TRXRD is a technique with which one is able to probe reacY\or\ 

temperatures from thermal expansion effects, discover information 

about the reaction pathways and determine reaction time scales.

1.4.1 Daresbury

The firs t Time Resolved X-ray diffraction study by the UCL team was 

carried out on SH5 reactions of Barium Ferrite, Magnesium Zinc 

Ferrite and Lithium Ferrite at the Daresbury Laboratory in the UK 

(Station 16.4).

The Daresbury 16.4 station uses a beam of electrons (X = 10'^° to 10'̂  ̂

m and E = 5 -  112 keV) and three energy sensitive detectors each with 

4000 channels fixed at low angles of 2° 5° and 8° 0°. The electrons in 

the storage ring have an energy of 2.0 GeV with a current of 150 - 

300 mA. Figure 1.8 shows the experimental set up used at station 16.4 

to record TRXRD data for SHS reactions.
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Detector

SHS Arrangement 

Figure 1.8: Daresbury experimental arrangement

The initial studies showed that transformation of reagents to 

products was complete in less than 100 seconds. Lattice parameter 

contractions were observed and used to estimate that the 

temperatures are in excess of 1000°C for all three of the systems 

looked at. The best resolution data collected at Daresbury is taken at 

60 ms intervals with 120 ms dead time, high background noise makes it 

unsuitable for Rietveld analysis.
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1.4.2 ESRF

The firs t SHS reactions carried out by the UCL team at the ESRF 

Grenoble France, took place in February 2001 on powders. The 

technique was improved and reactions were carried out on Magnesium 

Zinc Ferrite and Barium Ferrite pellets in September 2001 and June 

2003 and forms the main part of the work reported in this thesis.

The ESRF beam line ID l l  uses a monochromatic (via a silicon crystal 

monochromator) X-ray beam, which is tuneable in the range 7 -  100 

KeV. (For the SHS experiments the beam was tuned t o%= 0.2952 Â, 

E = 42 keV with a spot size of 0.2 x 0.2 mm. (A white beam option 

reaching energies well above 200 keV is available).

Energy resolution is close to AE/E = 10'^ up to 40 KeV making it 

suitable for the use of anomalous dispersion around x-ray adsorption 

edges. The electrons have an energy of 6.0 GeV and a beam current of 

200 mA and diffracted rays were collected by a position-sensitive 

detector 1024 x 1024 channel CCb in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of the ESRF ID l l  beam line

The data collected at ESRF is taken at 50 ms intervals with 60 ms 

dead time and provides high-resolution data suitable for Rietveld 

analysis.

1011 is a multipurpose beamline concentrating on diffraction  

experiments in the area of materials science. There are two 

experimental hutches:

The firs t hutch which is used for experiments on SHS reactions, has 

an extremely high flux, even at high energies, making it suitable for 

time-resolved diffraction, diffraction from micro-crystals and for 

diffraction from crystals in absorbing sample chambers such as 

furnaces, high-pressure cells or cryostats.
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1.4.3 Rietveld Refinement

The Rietveld refinement procedure obtains a least squares f i t  

between calculated and observed intensities measured at equal angular 

intervals from data taken from either a Neutron powder- 

diffractometer or x-ray data. H. M. Rietveld'^^ initially developed the 

technique in 1966 using data collected by Neutron diffraction to test 

the method to derive the structure of I t  was found that the

standard deviation of the least squares parameters had been improved 

by an average factor of 2.3 when compared to those obtained by the 

method of overlapping reflections.

The measured profile of a single powder diffraction peak is dependent 

on several factors: for example, the neutron or x-ray spectral 

distribution, the sample shape and crystallinity and the size of slits 

used in the reaction. While the individual contributions from each 

factor may not follow a Gaussian function, combined they will produce 

almost exactly a Gaussian shape.

I f  the peak is assumed to be Gaussian for each Bragg Peak the 

contribution of this peak to the overall profile y, at the position 29, 

can be written.

^ ,= tS lj ,L ,^ ^ !^ *Q xp [-4 \n 2{(2û ,-20 j/H ,} ]  Equation 1.11
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where

t  = the step width of the counter (e.g. ccd camera)

s I = f I + j I -  the sum of the nuclear and magnetic contributions

collectively

jk = the multiplicity of the reflection 

Lk = the Lorentz factor

26k = the calculated position of the Bragg peak corrected for the zero

point shift of the counter

Hk = the full width at half maximum

Calgoti Paoletti and Ricci (1958)'^^ gave a formula which, expressed the 

angular dependence of the halfwidths of the diffraction peaks which 

can be simplified to give

Hi  = U tan̂  tan^  ̂+ W Equation 1.12

where U V and W are the halfwidth parameters and are dependent on 

the instrument which recorded the data collection. This equation also 

takes into account the peak broadening which results from the 

particle size e ffec t and describes accurately the observed variation in 

half width with scattering angle.

While these equations were derived for neutron diffraction data they 

are applicable to X-ray data when a suitable function is used to 

describe the peak profiles. The most widely used approximation for X- 

ray data is the pseudo-Voigt approximation of the Voigt function.
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n(2^) = T ].L { ie , / / J  + (1 -  ;?).G(2 ,̂ He ) Equation 1.13

where L and & denote Lorentzian and Gaussian components. And H l and 

He their respective FWHM. The mixing parameter r| defines the peak 

between the limiting Gaussian (r| = 0) and Lorentzian (r| =1) forms. The 

normal method for Rietveld analysis using this profile is to refine the 

instrument parameters U, V and W as well as the size and strain 

parameters X and Y.

The results from Rietveld refinement give a calculated profile 

superimposed on the observed data and a difference map. Some 

programmes such as FullProf give the Bragg reflections. Figure 1.10 

shows a Rietveld refinement plot generated using the FullProf98 

programme for Lo2Ni0 4 , (the second Bragg reflections correspond to 

the magnetic reflections of LaNi0 4 ) °̂.
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Figure 1.10: Rietveld Refinement Plot for LizNi04

1.4.3.1 FullProf Refinement Program

For the work contained In this report Rietveld Refinement will be 

carried out using the FullProf Rietveld refinement programme^\ The 

program Fullprof Is based on the code of the Young and Wiles (DBW) 

program^^ that was In turn a modification of the original Rletveld- 

Hewat Program. The Fullprof program Is a multipurpose profile-fitting  

program. The program Is largely used at the ILL (In tltu t Laue- 

Langgevln), and the LLB (Laboratoire Leon Brillouin) and was designed 

In order to look at complex problems encountered In powder 

diffraction by the author.
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1.5 Thermal Imaging

The final technique used to analyse the SHS reactions in this thesis is 

thermal imaging. Thermal Imaging (optical pyrometry) is a well- 

established technology which has applications from uses such as 

medical diagnostics, to the efficiency audits of industrial and 

commercial buildings and for process monitoring. When this technique 

is applied to high temperature process applications, conventional 

means of thermal imaging can be limited in accuracy and usefulness by 

several factors. For example firstly  the pyrometers spectral response 

can be limited to IR  and mid to end of the visible spectrum giving 

errors associated with the surface emissivity, and secondly the images 

of very hot, and therefore very bright areas can be obscured due to 

saturation of the detector. The following sections describe systems 

investigated using different thermal imaging techniques to study 5HS  

reactions.

1.5.1 Mgo,5Zno.5F6204

Affleck e f aP^ (x\ UCL used a ThermoCAM SC2000 infrared camera to 

investigate the heat transfer and thermal characteristics of a zero 

field SHS preparation of Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  in powder form. The 

infrared images were artificially colour enhanced: 3.00g of reactants 

were placed in a 65 mm x 10 mm rectangular area on a ceramic tile and 

initiated using a point ignition source.
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These powder reactions were Initiated under a flow of oxygen 

reaching temperatures of 1560 K. The propagation wave was reported 

to move In a steady manner through the sample. During the reaction 

the entire sample was monitored as shown In figure 1.11.

#

Figure 1.11 Infra-red  camera images of a self-propagating high-temperature 

synthesis (SHS) to form Mgo.sZno.sFezOA and NaCI, In zero field. The images are 

artificially colour enhanced, ranging from black for the hottest regions, through 

blue, green and yellow, to red for the coolest regions "̂*.

Since the complete sample was analysed showing propagation from one 

side of the powder sample to the other, detailed wave propagation on 

a micro scale Is Impossible to determine with any accuracy.

1.5.2 Fe-Al Systems

Chariot e f  recorded simultaneous TRXRD and thermal Images for 

the study of mechanically activated self-propagating high temperature 

synthesis (M A5H 5) of Fe-Al systems. The Initiation of the reaction 

was achieved In two steps, firstly  by mechanical activation of a powder 

sample Inside a ball mill using a 45 ml sealed stainless steel vial under 

enclosed air. The mixture was then transferred to a 13 mm steel die 

and Initiated using a heated tungsten resistor. TRXRD patterns were 

recorded with a data acquisition time of 30 ms recorded In 200 ms
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steps. Temperature readings were taken using an AGEMA 

Thermovision 470 at 200 ms intervals, with a 13 cm x 13 cm field of 

view each pixel in the infrared picture corresponded to 1 mm x 1 mm.

The result of the mechanical activation introduced during the MASHS 

milling was a decrease in the ignition temperature of 100°C and a 

reduction of the wave propagation by 2.5 -  12 mm s'̂  when compared 

to traditional SHS methods of preparation. A reduction in the 

exothermicities was also recorded and determined to be a result of 

the possible existence of a chemical gradient at the nanometre scale. 

Experiments carried out using this method were recorded over an 

hour making it an unsuitable method when considering the systems 

investigated in the thermal imaging studies of the SHS preparation of 

magnesium zinc ferrites which occur in less than two minutes.

1.5.3 Ti-C Systems

Further work was carried out at LURE by Vrel e t  to study the 

SHS preparation of TiC at beam line HIO using an AVIO  TVS 2000ST  

infra red camera. The sample was initiated using a hot graphite rod 

and images were recorded between 50®C and 1650°C. Results showed 

that a fte r 15 seconds the steady propagation wave paused and the 

heat was transferred to the end of the sample without reacting 

further. A fte r a pause of five seconds the propagation wave 

accelerated once again and temperatures in excess of 1600°C were
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observed. This was determined to be a result of the heat build up 

during the pause which diffused through the sample.

1.5.4 Thermal Imaging Studies at UCL

The thermal imaging camera used at UCL is a Mikron 9104. The system 

is designed with a narrow band response at near infrared which 

minimises the measurement errors due to variations in surface 

emissivity. Fast response times of 30 frames per second give real time 

imaging of a dynamic process. The camera was designed for uses in 

many d ifferent areas, some of which are listed below.

■ Continuous casting as used in the formation of Steel

■ Chemical and Physical vapour deposition processes (CVD and PVD)

■ Rotary Kilns use the Mikron 9103 to show the build up of material 

“rings" in the kiln which restrict the material flow.

The apparatus is also widely used in general high temperature 

research.^^ We demonstrate in this thesis that the technique is able 

to establish the temperature effects of the applied magnetic field as 

well as accurate determination of the direction and propagation 

method of an SHS wave propagation through a small area (1.5 mm^) of 

sample.
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1.6 Conclusions

In  this chapter the background to SHS reactions was introduced, as 

was the structure of the spinel ferrites which are investigated as part 

of this work. The chapter concluded with information on experimental 

techniques and analysis programmes that have been used in this work 

to examine the SHS reactions in zero and applied magnetic fields.

The aim of this work is to investigate the SHS reactions of magnesium 

zinc ferrites in zero and applied magnetic fields. One goal was to 

establish the speed of the SHS reactions in zero and applied fields 

using time resolved x-ray diffraction at the ESRF. This work could be 

directly compared to thermal imaging experiments carried out at UCL 

using the latest in optical pyrometry apparatus. The TRXRD was also 

used to map out the reaction chemistry occurring in the formation of 

MgPe2 0 4  during SHS. Finally, conventional XRD was carried out to 

determine the differences in products formed in the SHS reaction in 

zero and applied fields as well as the effects of sintering the 

material.

In  subsequent chapters the results of these experiments are 

presented and discussed. Before that, in Chapter Two, the 

experimental methods used in this work are briefly described.
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CHAPTER TWO

Experimental Techniques

2. Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental arrangements used for the 

results contained in this thesis, details of the reagents used and the 

preparation of the green mixtures. Also detailed are the ways in which 

SHS reactions were carried out at the ESRF for the Time Resolved X- 

Ray Diffraction experiments and the UCL experiments. Early 

experiments were conducted using an external oxygen supply to 

pellets. As work developed a new method of pellet support was 

designed and used to conduct experiments without the need for an 

external flow of oxygen.
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2.1 General

All chemicals used in these experiments were obtained from the 

Aldrich Chemical Company and used without further purification. 

Preparation of the green mixtures, weighing, grinding and manipulation 

were carried out in a Saffron Scientific glove box under a nitrogen 

atmosphere for all experiments carried out at UCL. Preparation of 

green mixtures for the experiments prepared at the ESRF were 

carried out in air immediately before initiation of the reaction. Data 

for all the chemicals used are shown in Table 2.1.

Reagent Particle Size 

(micron)

Chemical Purity Aldrich Number

Fe < 10 99.9 25.795-3

FezOs < 5 99+ 31.005-0

MgO - 99.9 20.371-8

ZnO < 1 99.9 20.553-2

NaCI0 4 - 98 20.842.6

Table 2.1: Chemical data for experimental reagents
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2.2 Preparation of Green Mixtures

The driving force of the reaction is the oxidation of iron metal fuel 

(oxidation state zero) to iron ( I I I ) .  The exothermicity of these 

reactions mean that they are self-propagating but the presence of 

FezOs is important. The iron oxide acts as a moderator to control the 

exothermicity.

The introduction of sodium perchlorate acts as an internally mixed 

source of oxygen for the reaction, increasing its rate of propagation. 

Problems associated with solid state reactions include inability of 

atoms to diffuse easily during the reaction to give a homogenous 

product. The sodium chloride by-product formed in the reaction acts 

as a melt adding to the reaction by dissolving ions in the reaction 

mixture.

2.2.1 Magnesium Zinc ferrite

Magnesium-zinc ferrites were synthesised according to the reaction;

F e + —M gO  — Z n O + —NaCl O^ MgQ^ZnQ^Fe2Ü4 + —N aC l 
2 2 2 8 8

Equation 2.1
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Fe (1.00 g, 0.018 mol), FezOs (1.43 g, 0.009 mol), MgO (0.36 g, 0.009 

mol), ZnO (0.73 g, 0.009 mol) and NgCIOa (0.82 g, 0.0067 mol) were 

ground together In a pestle and mortar to form a green mixture.

2.2.2 Magnesium Ferrite

Magnesium ferrites were synthesised according to the reaction;

Fe +  MgO  +  ̂ Fe^Oj +  ^ NaClO, ->  MgFe^O^ +  ̂ N aC l

Equation 2.2

Fe (1.00 g, 0.018 mol), FeaOs (1.43 g, 0.009 mol), MgO (0.74 g, 0.018 

mol), and NaCI0 4  (0.82 g, 0.0067 mol) were ground together in a 

pestle and mortar to form a green mixture.

2.2.3 Zinc Ferrite

Magnesium-zinc ferrites were synthesised according to the reaction;

Fe +  Z,nO H— Fe^O  ̂H— NaClO. —> ZnFe^OA 4— NaCl 
2 8 8

Equation 2.3

Fe (1.00 g, 0.018 mol), FegOs (1.43 g, 0.009 mol), ZnO (1.46 g, 0.018 

mol) and NaCI0 4  0.82 g, 0.0067 mol) were ground together in a pestle 

and mortar to form a green mixture.
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2.3 Time Resolved X-Ray Diffraction

The firs t time resolved x-ray diffraction experiments on magnesium 

zinc ferrites were in carried out In September 2001. Ignition of a 

powder sample was achieved by using a heated nichrome wire. A fter  

ignition the propagation wave moved through the sample, however, the 

starting material and products were able to move in and out of the 

beam making analysis of the results difficult. In  order to remove the 

possibility of the green mixture moving during the SHS the decision 

was taken to change to a pellet form for the sample and to ignite using 

a hot nichrome wire under a strong flow of oxygen.

Further developments in 2003 showed that the removal of the 

external oxygen source was possible when substituting the nichrome 

wire for the hotter butane heater source of ignition (GB2001 -  Micro 

Gas Torch, flame temperature ~ 950^Cf^. A method was devised 

whereby the butane heater could be controlled from outside the 

experimental hutch removing the need of the external source of 

oxygen. A new sample mount was also made to allow the flame to have 

contact with the top of the pellet. This became the main method of 

sample preparation as discussed in the bulk of this work for TRXRD 

and thermal imaging studies.
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2.3.1 Experiment with External Flow of Oxygen

A 13 mm diameter stainless steel die was prepared using l.OOg of 

green mixture, as described in Section 2.2. A pressure of 1 tonne was 

applied to form a pellet of thickness approximately 2 mm. Samples 

were placed between the X-ray source and detector in order to 

record diffraction rings from the volume of the sample. The X-ray 

beam was centred on the middle of the sample. A beam spot size 200 

by 200 microns was used with a wavelength of 0.2952

Zero field SHS reactions were carried out on 13 mm diameter pellets 

mounted in a 16 mm quartz tube and initiated in air using a point 

source under an oxygen flow of 4 l/min. Zero field reactions were 

carried out by mounting the quartz tube in the aluminium container in 

the absence of the magnets.

Applied field reactions were earned out on 13 mm diameter pellets 

(1.00 g of green mixture prepared as described above, pressed to 

Itonne) mounted in a 16 mm diameter quartz tube. The quartz tube 

was held in an aluminium container with two neodymium iron boron 

magnets inducing a magnetic field of 0.2 T (measured using a Hall 

Probe). The pellet was balanced inside the tube by two quartz washers 

and the reaction initiated using a point source under an oxygen flow of 

4 l/min. Figure 2.1 shows the experimental set up.
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Oxygen
Flow Ignition

^^ou rce

Quartz Tube
Pellet

Silicon Grease and Ti powder

Quartz Washers
NdFeB
Magnets

Aluminium
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Unit

Figure 2,1 Experimental set up for the firs t ESRF experiments with an external 

oxygen source (2001). (Magnets were easily removed from the aluminium container 

for the zero field reactions.)

2.3.2 Development of the Nickel Mount

Returning to the ESRF in September 2003 modifications were made to 

the experimental procedure in order to remove the need for an 

external oxygen source. This meant that the sample had to be ignited 

using a butane heater. This experimental set up was identical to the 

one used at UCL for thermal imaging experiments and enabled direct 

comparison for the two sets of data collected by the d ifferent 

techniques.
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The development of the new mount was necessary in order to compare 

results from the ESRF with thermal imaging results. The quartz tube 

arrangement was not suitable for the thermal imaging experiments 

because the camera could not be focussed on the pellet inside the 

tube. Since the pellets reached temperatures in excess of 1265®C it 

was necessary to find a material that could hold the pellet and 

withstand the heat.

Initially ceramic holders were tried, however, they acted as a heat 

sink and prevented wave propagation and therefore the SHS from 

occurring. A nickel frame to hold the pellet was developed but it was 

found that a fte r several runs the solder holding the four nickel strips 

together would melt due to the heat of the reactions.

The decision was made to design and build a mount which allowed easy 

replacements for the nickel frame. A series of holes were made on 

each side of the steel mount so that the ideal pellet height could be 

tested so that the applied field and zero field positions of the pellet 

were identical. Figure 2.2 shows the pellet mount used for 

experiments excluding an external oxygen source.
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1 .  T w o  S t a i n l e s s  s t e e l  p i e c e s  

w i t h  a d j u s t a b l e  h o l e s  t o  h o l d  

t h e  N i c k e l  F r a m e

2 .  A n  A l u m i n i u m  c o n t a i n e r  

w a s  m a d e  t o  h o l d  t h e  s t e e l  

f r a m e

3 .  H o l e s  w e r e  d r i l l e d  s o  t h a t  

N d F e B  m a g n e t s  c o u l d  b e  

p l a c e d  i n  e a c h  s i d e  f o r  a p p l i e d  

f i e l d  r e a c t i o n s

4 .  T h e  p i e c e s  w e r e  a l l  j o i n e d  

t o g e t h e r  a s  s h o w n

Figure 2.2  Series of photographs showing the pellet mount used in SHS reactions 

carried out without an oxygen source. The pellet shown in part four had a diameter 

of 16 mm.
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2.3.2.1 Preparation of Samples at the ESRF

A sample using 1.00 g of green mixture was prepared according to the  

methods in section 2.2. Under 1 tonne of pressure a pellet 

approximately 2 mm thick and 16 mm in diameter was formed. Samples 

were placed between the source and the detector as depicted in 

Figure 2.3 and the x-ray beam was centred on the middle of the 

sample.

Detector
1

Butane Heater

Sample
Container

Figure 2.3: ESRF Position of sample in X-ray beam.

A beam spot size of 20 by 40 microns was used with a wavelength of 

0.2479 Â. Figure 2.4 shows a series of photographs showing the 

experimental set up and ignition method. Appendix 1 gives details of 

the ESRF set-up
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2 .4  (a) Moving Platform used to control the butane heater pressing and

depressing the red ignition button

(b) Butane heater position above sample for ignition

(c) Sample position within the beam

2.3.2.2 Ignition at the ESRF

Ignition was controlled by using a moving aluminium platform. Figure 

2.4 (a) shows how an aluminium platform could be raised and lowered 

onto the butane ignition button to control ignition of the SHS 

reaction. This platform was controlled from outside of the hutch so 

that a fte r ignition had taken place the platform was raised o ff of the 

heater and the flame extinguished.
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Pellets were rested inside a nickel frame, which in turn was attached 

to a stainless steel container as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). The sample 

was placed in the beam shown in Figure 2.5. The stainless steel 

container was lowered into an aluminium structure with two holes 

containing the 24 mm diameter NdFeB magnets for the applied field 

reactions as shown in Figure 2.5.

Steel Container

Nickel Frame

Pellet

Spaces for NdFeB 
Magnets

Aluminium Block

Figure 2 .5  Photograph showing the metal arrangement of the pellets at the ESRF
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2.4 X-Ray Diffraction on SHS samples

X-ray diffraction was carried out on as made and sintered SHS 

samples at the Royal Institution using a Brüker 08 diffractom eter in 

fla t plate PSD mode. A 20 range of 10 to 80° with a 0.0146° step size 

was used in order to obtain high intensity x-ray data for Rietveld 

refinement and crystal structure determination. A Brüker D500 was 

used for two samples the SHS and sintered products of the SHS 

preparation of MgFe2Û 4 in an applied field of 0.2 T. The data was 

collected using a 20 range of 15 to 85° with a 0.01° step size. The 

resolution of these scans was lower than for the D8 data but the 

D500 was able to remove the background slope resulting from 

fluorescence.

Samples were prepared according to the amounts described in section

2.2. Pellets were pressed in 1.00 g quantities to 1 tonne using a 

stainless steel die, diameter 16 mm.

Samples were placed in the aluminium container as shown in Figure 2.5 

and initiated using the butane heater. NdFeB magnets were inserted 

into the frame for preparation of the applied field samples.

A fte r SHS had occurred the pellets were removed and broken in half. 

One half was placed whole in a ceramic boat, and sintered at 1150 °C 

for two hours. A fter sintering both samples were ground and an x-ray 

diffraction pattern was obtained for the sintered and as made
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samples so that a Rietveld refinement could be carried out to 

determine the differences in kinetic (as made) and thermodynamic 

(sintered) products.

2.5 Thermal Imaging

Thermal imaging data was collected at UCL using a Mikron 9104 optical 

pyrometer. The camera is able to capture images in real time in a 

range of 800 - 3000 The pyrometer has a temperature 

measurement accuracy of ±1%. Focussing of the frame was achieved 

by means of a heated nichrome wire. Early experiments were carried 

out using green mixture powders mounted on a ceramic boat. These 

experiments identified the potential of the camera to study SHS 

reactions using this technique. The optimum camera range for the 

study of magnesium zinc ferrites  was found to be 800 -  1265 °C. 

However, the experiments carried out as part of this work and 

reported in this thesis are on reactions of pellets.

2.5.1 Experiment with External Flow of Oxygen

Early experiments using pellets were carried out using the same 

methods as described in section 2.3.1. Theses experiments were 

carried out on samples of all three samples of magnesium zinc ferrites  

prepared as described in section 2.2
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Experiments were carried out on 1.00 g of green mixture pressed to 

Itonne and mounted on ceramic boats in and out of the magnetic field 

as shown in Figure 2.6.

Oxygen Flow

Aluminium Block Ceramic Boat

Figure 2 .6  Experimental arrangement of early pellet reactions using an external 

oxygen source.
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2.5.2 Experiments with No External Flow of Oxygen

Samples were prepared as described in section 2.2. Zero field 

experiments were carried out on 16 mm pellets (1.00 g pressed to 1 

Tonne) balanced in the nickel frame and placed in the stainless steel 

and aluminium containers as described for the ESRF experiment in 

section 2.3.2.2. Applied field reactions were earned out by inserting 

the two NdFeB magnets into the aluminium casing as described earlier.

A fte r the development of the new sample mount described in section

2.3.2, zero and applied field thermal imaging experiments were carried 

out using the same methods to allow for a direct comparison of the 

results. The butane heater was held above the pellet surface and 

removed a fte r ignition of the pellet had taken place and the 

propagation has begun.
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2.5.3 Bulk Reactions

Figure 2.7 shows a second arrangement used to look at the SHS wave 

as it moved towards the beam when studies were made of the bulk 

wave propagation. Samples were prepared in the same way but 

suspended in the frame using nichrome wire rather than the nickel 

frame.

Figure 2 .7  Arrangement for the thermal imaging experiments at UCL.
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2.6 Experiment Results

Table 2.2 provides a summary of the samples and techniques discussed 

in Chapters Three, Four and Five. The table includes the method of 

preparations, zero or applied field and the techniques used for the 

analysis.

Sample TRXRb Thermal

Imaging

Conventional

XRD

MgFe204 (ZF) • • • •

MgFe204 (AF) • • *#

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 (ZF) • • #

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 (AF) • • #

ZnFe2Û4 (ZF) • Unsuitable ••

ZnFe2Û4 (AF) • Unsuitable -

Table 2 .2  Techniques used to analyse each sample. 

(ZF) -  Zero Field Data 

(AF) Applied Field Data

»- SHS Samples 

»- Sintered Samples
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CHAPTER THREE

Time Resolved X-Ray b if  fraction Studies

3 Introduction

X-ray diffraction reactions (XRD) have traditionally been limited to 

the study of the structural and micro structural aspects of crystals in 

a static environment because the time taken to collect the diffraction  

data was in the order of hours and even days. The development of high 

intensity sources of radiation and efficient detection units during the 

last decades has meant a dramatic change to the way in which XRD can 

be used. I t  is now possible to perform diffraction measurements in 

times so short that rapid changes in the XRD patterns as seen in SHS 

reactions can be observed in time. The Time Resolved X-ray 

Diffraction (TRXRD) experiments are not in essence any d ifferent to
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a static measurement, put simply they only require a faster data 

acquisition time.

There are two main reasons for a TRXRD experiment to be carried 

out. The firs t is qualitative to identify all of the crystalline species, 

which show up during the transformation and in particular any short

lived intermediate phases. The second is quantitative to measure the 

volume fraction of each crystalline phase as a function of time (to 

determine the kinetic law of transformation) and the structural 

modification that is undergoes.

The purpose of the experiments carried out at the ESRF and 

discussed in this chapter were; to determine how the SHS wave 

affected the transformation of reactants to products and to 

determine if there were any intermediates evident in the reaction. 

Finally the experimental procedure was improved in order that 

conclusions could be made as to what, if any, were the effects of 

performing the reaction in an applied magnetic field of 0.2 T.

By performing TRXRD reactions at the ESRF it has been possible to 

study SHS reactions with data acquisition of 50 ms (an added dead 

time of 60 ms between each scan had to be taken into account when 

calculating reaction times). These acquisition times allow the reaction 

to be monitored as it takes place over six to ten scans.
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3.1 Refinement Method

Previous TRXRD studies on SHS reactions have been performed at the 

Daresbury laboratory on Barium fe rrite  and magnesium zinc ferrites^®. 

For these experiments the data acquisition was not fast enough 

(1 scan per second compared to 16 per second at the ESRF) to 

calculate precise rates of reaction, or to give peaks which were 

resolved enough to be refined using the Rietveld method. The purpose 

of the experiments described in this Chapter were to obtain 

reproducible SHS TRXRD data for a series of spinels MgFe2 0 4 , 

Mgo,5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  and ZnFe2Ü 4 , prepared in zero and applied magnetic 

fields.

The results were analysed using the Rietveld refinement programme 

FullProf suite (March 2003)^®. However, unlike the results discussed 

in Chapter Six (Conventional X-ray analysis) the refinement of a 

sample containing more than six phases meant that the peak shape 

model pseudo Voight (Nprof = 5) was used rather than the Thompson 

Cox Hastings model (Nprof = 7). This limitation results in a reduction 

in the number of factors which can be extracted from the finished 

refinements for example the crystallite size feature. This is 

discussed later in this chapter.
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3.2 Experiments with an External Flow of Oxygen

In  October 2001 experiments were performed at the ESRF using 

beam line ID l l  according to the methods described in Chapter Two 

(section 2.3). The purpose of the reaction was to try  to perform  

TRXRD experiments on a pellet of green mixture. Previous 

experiments had been carried out on powders. When samples were 

prepared in an applied magnetic field an hourglass arrangement of the 

powder resulted as shown in Figure 3.1. I t  has been proposed that a 

pre-organisation of the iron powder in the green mixture when placed 

in the applied field enabled the propagation wave to move through the 

powder more efficiently^^ resulting in a faster reaction time and wave 

propagation speed. When the powders were ignited in zero fields the 

experimental set up differed to the applied field reactions, so that a 

comparison between the two samples was not possible.
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NdFeB Magnets

Aluminium Container

Green Mixture

Quartz Tube

(a) (b)

Figure 3,1 Figure showing the green mixture powder arrangement for reactions 

carried out at the ESRF in (a) zero field and (b) applied field.

As the propagation wave moved through the sample forming the spinel 

phase, there was a change in the magnetic structure of the powder. 

This change caused the powder to “fly" out of the beam towards the 

side of the quartz tube. This movement of powder across the beam 

meant d ifferent areas of sample were being recorded during the x-ray 

collection, altering the diffraction patterns. This prevented accurate 

rates of reaction observations from being made.

For the October 2001 experiment changes were made so that the 

green mixture was pressed into 13.5 mm diameter pellets (1.00 g of 

green mixture pressed to 1 tonne). This was for two reasons, firstly  so 

th a t.th e  same arrangement in the applied and zero field reactions
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could be used, and secondly, to limit the amount of pre-organisation by 

the iron powder along the field lines. Reactions were carried out on 

the formation of the mixed spinel Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  only. The 

experimental set up for this reaction was described in Chapter Two 

and is shown in Figure 2.1.

3.2.1 Data Collection

Data was collected at 60 ms intervals with a 50 ms dead time, the 

wavelength used was 0.2952 A and the beam spot size was set to 200 

by 200 microns. Approximately 250 scans were collected for each run. 

A run was considered to be complete if a full set of x-ray diffraction 

patterns was successfully collected: before the reaction began (a

pre-scan), as the propagation wave moved through the sample (so that 

the SH5 reaction was successful), and in some cases a post scan, 

where the pellet had to remain in the same position in the beam. Data 

was collected for both zero and applied field examples.

3.2.1.1 Problems with applied field data

In  previous experiments using powders, reactions had been carried out 

in an applied field of 1.1 T  using a Holbach cylinder and the quartz 

tube arrangement. However, pellets pressed to one tonne were too 

brittle  and when placed in the 1.1 T  field the pellets cracked or broke 

into pieces flying to the side of the tube towards the magnets. 

Attempts to press the pellets to a higher pressure to keep the pellets
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in fact was not possible as they were too thick so that either the X- 

rays were absorbed or the pellet would not ignite.

Fortunately, reactions were successfully ignited in the applied field of 

0.2 T. Unfortunately it was not possible to analyse the data collected 

in the applied field because interference with the detector 

(re-positioning the sample to include the magnets misaligned the 

detector and this was not picked up until a fte r the experiments.) This 

led to extremely broad peaks which were impossible to resolve hence 

it was not possible to do a Rietveld analysis. Removal of dark files 

(background reaction) made no improvement to the resolution of the 

peaks.

Figure 3.2 shows two XRD plots for applied field TRXRD runs, 

illustrating the lack of resolution and the subsequent broad nature of 

the x-ray diffraction patterns. To the right of each scan is a 

diffraction ring pattern recorded by the detector before integration 

of the peaks had taken place. The rings show that the spinel has 

formed but the x-ray patterns have poor resolution and were unable 

to be analysed by the Rietveld method.
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Figure 3.2. XRD plots for Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 TRXRD data collected using an applied 

field of 0.2 T showing broad peaks as a result of interference by the magnets on the 

detector. Left hand side shows intensity vs 28, right hand side shows the 

diffraction rings.

3.2.2 Zero Field Data

In  contrast, runs carried out in a zero field were of a much higher 

quality and could be analysed using the FullProf98 version. This version 

of the programme had a limitation of eight phases being fitted  for any 

given data set. With the seven phases, Fe, FezOs, MgO, ZnO, NaCI0 4 , 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4 , and NaCi, this system was at the limit of the versions 

capabilities.
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The input files for the pre-scan were initially written to include only 

the five reagents, Fe, FezOs, MgO, ZnO and NaCl0 4 . When the 

pattern had been fitted  four peaks remained without a calculated 

profile or Bragg reflection associated with them. They did not appear 

to be any of the five reagents. Tests were run to account for the 

silicon grease and the titanium powder used in the ignition but neither 

phase accounted for the missing peaks. The input file  was re-written  

to include the spinel phase and the sodium chloride phases which had 

been expected to be zero prior to ignition, the four unfitted peaks 

were subsequently fitted  with a calculated peak (shown in Figure 3.3).

These results suggest that there is a degree to which the reaction 

can occur as a result of the grinding process. The weight fraction of 

the product formed is small in comparison to the reagents (< 4%) but 

this is the firs t time that the identification of the product in the 

green mixture has been made.

Table 3.1 shows the goodness of f i t  parameters for the two scans and 

the phase fractions. The fitting parameter R«,p is the weighted profile 

factor and takes into account all of the data points for the profile 

being fitted  including the background. In  contrast, Rexp is the 

expected weighted profile and as such only considers the data points 

above the calculated Bragg reflections.
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Figure 3.3. Pre scans for the green mixture showing evidence of the spinel phase in 

the green mixture, (a) top figure a f i t  for the five reagent phases, Fe, FezOa, MgO, 

ZnO and NaCI0 4 , (b) the lower figure showing a plot for seven phases, Fe, FegOg, 

MgO, ZnO NaCI0 4 , Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 and NaCI.
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Phase Bragg Factor Weight Fractions %

Bwp 15.7 -

f̂ cxp 1.18 -

Fe 0.778 28.31

FezOs 11.3 42.92

MgO 7.85 8.01

ZnO 5.50 20.76

(data for Figure 3.3 (top))

Phase Bragg Factor Weight Fraction %

Rwp 15.7 -

^̂ cxp 1.18 -

Fe 3.17 26.89

FezOs 7.16 39.29

MgO 17.4 3.47

ZnO 5.24 19.03

NaCl04 23.9 0.72

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 9.31 3.08

NaCI 6.71 7.52

(data for Figure 3.3 (bottom))

Table 3.1 The goodness of f i t  parameters for the scans of Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 shown in 

Figure 3.3.
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Using the same seven phase input file, the final post reaction scan was 

also analysed using the Rietveld method. Figure 3.4 shows the f i t  for 

the data and Table 3.2 the associated goodness of f i t  parameters. 

The dominant phase shown in the figure is the spinel Mgo,5Zno,5 Fe2 0 4 .

noooo
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Figure 3 .4  Post reaction scan of prepared in zero field.
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Phase Weight Fraction % Bragg Factor

f̂ Wp 13.9

^xp 1.15

Fe 0.03 17.8

FezOs 1.68 23.8

MgO 20.5 11.7

ZnO 4.69 7.96

Mgo5ZnosFe204 67.48 11.6

NaCI 5.49 12.7

Table 3.2. Goodness of f i t  parameters for the post reaction scan Rietveld 

refinement of tAgo,̂ Zr\o,̂ ?ezOt,.

Table 3.2 shows that the MgO weight fraction in the post scan was 

much higher than realistically possible. The value suggests that there 

is more MgO remaining as a phase fraction than would be possible, 

even more than initially added. The conclusion must be that either the 

spinel is not of the stoichiometery that is expected or that there is a 

miscalculation at some other point since it is chemically impossible for 

the MgO phase to have increased in weight fraction.

Figure 3.5 shows an enlarged region of 5.3° to 11.8° in 26 taken from 

Figure 3.4. Looking at this section it is possible to see that the peaks 

for the spinel and the MgO phase are very close in terms of 2 0.
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W ith the temperature for this reaction exceeding 1200°C there will 

be a certain degree of lattice expansion which could have caused an 

inaccuracy with the phase labels if the temperature was incorrectly 

accounted for.

MgO

Bragg Reflecticxis
M g o s Z h o s F e ^ O ^  

Bragg Reflections

Figure 3 .5  expanded region of Figure 3.4 showing the closeness of the MgO and 

Mgo.sZno.sFeaOA Bragg reflections.

Although the FullProf98 programme can be run to include a refined 

temperature factor, which compensates for an mcrease in reaction 

temperature, when it was refined there was no change in the phase 

fraction values for the spinel or the MgO phase.
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However, closer examination of the calculated values given for the 

MgO phase showed that the lattice parameter of 3.35 A (taken from  

the post scan at room temperature) was outside the errors of the 

literature values of 3.21

Dr Mark Green at the Royal Institution agreed to run the same data 

using GSAS to identify if the fault lay with the FullProf98 Programme. 

Running the programme with seven phases, the spinel phase structure 

unknown and therefore estimated (using averages of the literature 

values for lattice parameters and atomic occupations of MgFe2 0 4  and 

ZnFe2 0 4 ) with the 24 refining parameters could have introduced some 

level of errors. However, the results that the &SAS programme 

supported the FullProf98 results.

Work carried out by Affleck e t a!on barium fe rr ite  reported that the 

reaction was carried out according to the reaction mechanism shown in 

Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3 .6  SHS proposed mechanism for the preparation of barium ferrite .

The possibility that the reaction proceeded though an intermediate of 

a cation deficient Fei-xO phase with the same space group as the MgO 

phase as well as a similar lattice parameter was investigated since the 

W iistite phase of iron oxide has a lattice parameter of 4.34 A new 

input file was written to include a Fei-xO phase. The lattice 

parameters for the unlikely "MgO" phase were used for the Fei-xOx 

phase and the MgO parameters were reset to literature values.

A fte r fitting the data using the new input file the result was a much 

better f i t  with more realistic phase fractions, the f i t  is shown in 

Figure 3.7. The lattice parameters for the MgO and FeO were 4.21 A 

and 4.32 A respectively, Table 3.3 shows the phase fractions.
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Figure 3 .7  Plot showing the f i t  for all 8 phases, Fe, FeaOa, MgO, FeO, ZnO, NaCI04  

Mgo,5Zno.5Fe204 and NaCI.

Phase Weight Fraction %

Fe 0.06

FegOa 2.02

MgO 0

FeO 11.11

ZnO 3.27

NaCI04 0

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 76.16

NaCI 7.19

Table 3 .3  Phase fractions for the Rietveld refinement shown in Figure 3.7 for the 

preparation of zero field ĥ qo,̂ Zr\o5 ?̂ 0̂ /̂ ,
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The same method was used to refine a second 5HS zero field reaction 

in order to determine if the FeO phase was present.
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Figure 3 .8  Plot showing the f i t  for all 8 phases, Fe, FegOg, MgO, FeO, ZnO, NaCI04  

Mgo.sZno.sFeaOA and NaCI

Phase Weight Fraction %

Fe 0

FeaOa 0.16

MgO 1.02

FeO 8.43

ZnO 2.06

NaCI04 0.0.1

Mgo,5Zno.5Fe204 88.32

NaCI 0.01

Table 3 .4  Phase fractions for the Rietveld refinement shown in Figure 3.8 for the 

preparation of zero field N\qo,̂ Zr\o5 êzOA,.
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A second zero-field refinement is shown in Figure 3.8 and the phase 

fractions in Table 3.4. Both data sets show evidence of the presence 

of the FeO phase. The main difference between the samples is the 

quantity of spinel that has formed. Figure 3.7 shows a weight fraction 

of 76.18 7 o  while the second result has a weight fraction of spinel of 

88.32 7 o .

W ith the inclusion of the eighth phase the set of TRXRD patterns 

showing the reaction were analysed to determine the changes in the 

weight fractions of each phase during the reaction. Prior to the 

propagation wave reaching the sample the patterns were refined in 

five scan steps. Once the reaction had started and the phase 

fractions had begun to change every scan was refined. The calculated 

weight fractions of the refined plots are shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3 .9  Plot showing changes in the weight fraction for five phases during a zero 

field SHS reaction to prepare Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 .
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3.2.3 Rate of Reaction

This type of phase analysis allows far more information to be 

extracted than from previous work on SHS TRXRD studies. Figure 

3.10 shows a 3D plot for a set of the diffraction patterns from the 

reaction region of the data plotted in Figure 3.9.

P L O T

3

X
t

Figure 3 .10  3D plot showing the reaction region for a zero field reaction for the 

preparation of MgosZno sFegO .̂ (x axis, 28; y axis. Scan number; Z axis. Intensity.)

From these 3D plots it is possible to determine by eye which of the 

scans represents the pre-scan data and which shows the spinel 

structure formation. (These have been highlighted in red). These 

observations can be used to make a calculation of the reaction time 

scales but the method can miss subtle changes in the diffraction  

patterns.
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These calculations are based on visual interpretations of graphs where 

peaks such as those for the Fei-xO phase are difficult to observe. This 

explains why the published work looking at the purity of the final 

product using TRXRD on the Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  phase for this reaction 

reported that there were no intermediate phases^ .̂

The 3D plot shows that the reagents are present in scan 70 and the 

spinel phase in scan 78, from the times taken to record these scans 

the reaction has taken place in 0.88 seconds in zero field. When using 

this method to determine the rate of reaction for all of the runs the 

conclusion is that the zero field reactions take place over 1.04 

seconds and the applied field of 0.2 T  in 0.63 seconds.

When looking at the Rietveld refined plots a fa r more accurate 

determination of the rate of the reaction can be made. Scan 41 shows 

all eight phases with equal weight fractions to the pre-scan. In  scan 

42 the reaction has begun, and the MgO, ZnO, Fe and ?ezOz, weight 

fractions fall dramatically with start of the formation of the spinel. 

This reaction region is shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Enlarged reaction region from Figure 3.9 showing phase fractions for a 

zero field reaction of tAgo,̂ r\o,̂ ?ezÔ .

However, the reaction is not considered to be finished until the 

fractions of MgO, Fe and ZnO have become constant (Scan 48) 

although the spinel phase still continues to rise in weight fraction. 

Under these conditions the reaction can be seen to occur in 0.88 

seconds which agrees with the 30 plot analysis. However, the weight 

fractions for the spinel and FeO phases continue to change in scans 50 

-  90 which makes a definitive analysis of reaction times difficult to 

explain.

These preliminary results have been used to start refinements on new 

data which, was obtained in 2003 in both zero and applied magnetic 

fields of 0.2 T. These new results are discussed in the remainder of 

this chapter.
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3.3 Experiments with no External Flow of Oxygen

In  2003, a fte r trying several unsuccessful methods firs t a new 

method for holding the pellet was developed. The aluminium block and 

nickel frame are shown in Figure 3.12 The use of the adjustable nickel 

frame allowed the pellets of green mixture to be suspended in the 

same position in both the applied and zero field arrangements. In  

order to ensure that this was the case the nickel frame was positioned 

at the height at which the pellets were suspended in the applied field. 

This removed the problems with the pellet moving in the field (and out 

of the beam) a fte r the reaction had taken place and the magnetic 

properties of the pellet changed.

Figure 3 .12  Aluminium and nickel frame used to hold pellets in the same position in 

and out of the applied field.

A small SB-2001 Micro Torch was attached to a moving aluminium 

block inside the hutch so it could be used as the ignition source. Being 

able to use the micro burner meant that direct contact could be made
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between the pellet and the ignition source; and the nichrome wire, 

titanium powder and silicon grease ignition method used for the early 

experiments could be removed. The decision was made to remove the 

oxygen source and make the reaction entirely self-propagating. This 

method was identical to the thermal imaging reactions so cross 

reference of the results could be made. Temperatures could be 

attributed to the reaction without the oxygen flow adding 

inaccuracies with higher temperatures.

A fter the problems encountered in 2001 where the applied field  

interfered with the detector it was important during this experiment 

to ensure that applied field as well as zero field experiments could be 

recorded for comparison. At the ESRF beam line ID l l ,  improvements 

had been made to the detector to ensure there was no interference, 

and preliminary runs with the sample held in the field gave clear and 

resolved peaks in the XRD patterns for both zero and applied fields. 

Moving platforms allowed for the butane heater to be mounted and 

controlled from outside the hutch. Figure 2.4 in Chapter Two shows 

how the experiment was carried out.

The new improvements meant that there was a much higher degree of 

success with the pellet ignition and the runs collected. This allowed 

more reactions to be taken during the experiment and the 

reproducibility of the reactions was excellent. In  total eight sets of 

data were collected for each sample in applied and zero field.
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3.4 Magnesium Ferrite Reactions

Reactions were carried out on three green mixtures to prepare 

MgFe2 0 4 , in zero and applied fields of 0.2 T. Green mixtures were 

prepared according to the amounts in Chapter 2 section 2.2.2. 

Although the work previously carried out at the ESRF had given good 

results for the Mgo.s^no.sFezOA zero field work, the decision was 

taken to concentrate on the magnesium fe rr ite  for two reasons. The 

firs t was that detailed literature values for the lattice parameter and 

atomic positions were known, making the phase easier to f it . The 

second reason was the work carried out at UCL between the two ESRF 

experiments. Thermal imaging data (Chapter Four) was most 

successful for the MgFe2 0 4  data. Rietveld refinement was performed 

on this reaction so that comparisons could be made using both 

techniques.

3.4.1 Data Collection

The same parameters used in the refinements described earlier were 

applied to the new ESRF data. A wavelength of 0.2479 Â was used and 

scans collected at 50 ms intervals. (Including the dead time there was 

a 125 ms time separation between the scans). The spot size was set to 

20 by 40 microns, which was much smaller than used in the earlier 

reactions (200 by 200 microns). Once the reaction had started the 

smaller spot would allow for fewer scans containing both reagents and 

products. Approximately 255 scans were collected for each reaction.
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A post-scan was also taken five minutes a fte r the 255 scans finished 

in order that a comparison could be made between the final scan and a 

slightly cooled product. Reactions were carried out on zero and applied 

field samples, reactions were recorded until four reproducible results 

were obtained.

3.4.2 Pre Scan and Post Scans

Figure 3.13 shows the refined pre-scan results for a zero field run. 

Table 3.5 shows the goodness of f i t  parameters for this scan. The 

data was analysed using the FullProf Suite (March 2003) which can 

refine up to 16 d ifferent phases in an input file. Figure 3.14 shows a 

refined pre-scan for an applied field reaction and Table 3.6 the  

parameters associated with the scan.
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Figure 3.13 Rietveld refined pre-scan for a sample of green mixture for a reaction 

to form MgFeaOA in zero Field.

Phase Bragg Factor

Rwp 6.10

Chi 2 14.6

Fe 4.55

FezOs 8.98

FeO 20.9

MgO 5.50

MgFez04 17.10

Table 3 .5  Goodness of f i t  parameters for Figure 3.13
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Figure 3 .14  Rietveld refined pre-scan for a sample of green mixture for a reaction 

to form MgFe204 in an applied field of 0.2 T.

Phase Bragg Factor

Rwp 9.15

Chi 2 17.9

Fe 4.51

FezOs 2.45

FeO 13.3

MgO 3.71

MgFez04 2.78

Table 3 .6  Goodness of f i t  parameters for Figure 3.14
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3.4.3 Reaction Times

Figure 3.15 shows the 3D plot for the complete zero field reacYion for 

the pre-scon shown in Figure 3.13. The figure on the le ft shows all 255 

scons token whilst the figure on the right shows on exponded region 

during the reoction. The figures show the reoction beginning ot scon 

number 17 ond by scon number 22 on x-roy diffroction pottern with 

the spinel phose is evident. However, the accuracy of these numbers 

con be determined by refining the scons between 15 ond 30 to 

determine o phose evolution diogrom. This is shown in Figure 3.16.

2Thet» 2TJiel»

Figure 3.15. 3-D plot for the reaction of MgO, Fe. FegOg and NaCI04  in zero field, 

(le ft) 255 scons (right) reaction region.
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Figure 3 .16  Time versus abundance plot for the evolution of the spinel phase in the 

zero field reaction.

From these two scons the reaction times con be calculated to a high 

degree of accuracy. Figure 3.15 suggests that the reaction begins at 

scan 14 and ends at scan 21, taking 875 ms. However, Figure 3.16 

shows the calculated weight fractions taken from the Rietveld 

refinement of scans 14 to 30. This graph suggests that there are two 

periods of reaction. I t  appears that the reagents, MgO, Fe and FeaOa 

are "used up" by scan 18 (500 ms). However it is not until scan 30 

(2000 ms a fte r the reaction begun) that the spinel is observed to 

reach a weight fraction of 77%, in fact the spinel fraction continues
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to rise to 87% in the refinement of the sample a fte r 5 minutes of 

cooling. From these results it is clear that identifying a rate of 

reaction is not a simple process.

Figure 3.17 shows the firs t stage of the reaction fo r scans 14 -  18. 

From this graph we can see as the reaction progresses there is a 

reduction in Fe and an increase in Fei-xO.
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Figure 3 .17  Graph showing the Fe [1 1 0] and the Fei.xO [2 0 0] peaks changing in 

intensity during the zero field reaction to form MgFe204.

In  comparison Figure 3.18 shows the 3D plot for an applied field 

reaction to form MgFe2 0 4 . The plots shows a prescan pattern in scan 

4 and the spinel pattern by scan 6 which corresponds to a reaction 

time of 250 ms.
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Figure 3.18. 3-D plot of the reaction region diffraction patterns for the 

preparation of AAgFez04  in applied field.

Figure 3.19 shows the calculated weight fractions for the Fe, FegOa, 

Fei-xO, MgO and MgFe2 0 4  phases taken from the Rietveld refinement 

of scans 3 -  14. The applied field results show the same two steps to 

the reaction that the zero-field sample showed. The reaction begins in 

scan 4 when Fe, FezOs and MgO phases reduce in weight fraction and 

the spinel and Fei-xO phases begin to form. This firs t reaction takes 

only 250 ms compared to the zero field equivalent of 500 ms. At this 

stage the FeO is the most abundant phase but by scan 10, 900 ms 

later the spinel has a weight fraction of 60% and the Fei-xO a weight 

fraction of 36%. I t  is not until scan 26 that the spinel weight fraction 

reaches 70%, 3000 ms a fte r the reaction begun.
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Figure 3 .19  Time versus abundance plot for the evolution of the spinel phase in the 

applied field reaction to form MgFezOA.

These results show that the applied field appears to have reduced the 

time needed fo r the reagents to begin the reaction and fall to less 

than 5% of the weight fraction. These results are in agreement with 

the 3D plot results which show that the applied field reduces the 

reaction time from 875 ms to 250 ms. [Interestingly, it appears that 

a fte r the reagents have begun to react, both the zero and the applied 

field reactions take over 2000 ms from the start of the reaction to 

form 70% spinel phase.] This result suggests that the field can impart 

energy to the ions through the Lorentz force (the force acting on a 

charge q moving with velocity v in an electric and magnetic field). 

A fte r the products have started to form the applied field no longer 

reduces the reaction time.
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3.4.4 Spinel Structure

As well as affecting the rate at which the reaction takes place the  

applied field can a ffec t the structure of the spinel which forms. The 

lattice parameter and the inversion parameter can be altered 

significantly. Table 3.7 gives the calculated lattice parameters for the 

zero and applied field MgFe2 0 4  cooled samples refined using the  

Rietveld method.

Parameter Zero Field Sample Applied Field Sample

Lattice Parameter 8.475 ^ (4) 8.319 -S (2)

Table 3.7. Lattice values calculated for MgFe2 0 4  formed in zero and 

applied magnetic fields of 0.2 T.

The applied field value of 8.316 A is in agreement with the literature  

values, however the zero field 8.475 A parameter is larger than the 

literature values of 8.36 -8.38 A given in Table 5.4 (Chapter Five). 

This result is discussed in detail in conjunction with the results 

observed for the other techniques in Chapter Seven.
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3.5 Further Samples

Although the results for the magnesium fe rr ite  SHS samples were 

analysed by the Rietveld method the other two spinels prepared in 

zero and applied field, Z hFczOa and Mgo.s^no.sFezOA, were not 

analysed in such detail.

3.5.1 Zinc Ferrite

For the zinc fe rrite  runs there were problems with the data 

collection. The 1.00 g of sample pressed to one tonne produced pellets 

that were approximately 1 mm thick compared to the MçFczOa pellets 

that were approximately 2 mm in thickness. This resulted in pellets 

that were extremely brittle  and tended to break up either during the 

reaction or just a fte r the reaction had taken place. In  some cases the 

pellets fell out of the beam, preventing entire sets of data being 

collected. However, Figure 3.20 shows the final scans for two zero 

field and three applied field (0.2 T) reactions that were recorded 

which included prescan, reaction and post-scan results. The plots are 

of the scan taken five minutes a fte r the reaction scan had been 

recorded. Each scan was recorded over 1 second and not 50 ms.

Each of the post scans shows that the spinel phase was formed during 

the reaction, however, the intensity of the diffraction peaks for the 

spinel phase varies for each run. There is still evidence of a mixed 

phase pattern with some of the initial reagents present in each of the
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patterns. Figure 3.21 shows a zero and applied field run on the same 

graph. This figure shows that the zero field run has a lower intensity 

for the spinel peaks than the applied field data. This suggests that 

the applied field reaction goes to completion more readily than the 

zero field reaction.

Zero Field Reactiai

Zero Field Reaction

» 20000 —
■ Applied Field Reaction

Applied Field Reaction

8 9 10

Applied Field Reaction

Figure 3 .2 0  Final post scans taken for zero and applied field ZnFez0 4  samples.
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Figure 3.21 Zero and applied field post scans for the ZnFeaÛA samples showing the 

difference in the intensity of the spinel peaks for the two experimental conditions.

These results also show that a fte r the reaction has taken place there  

are still other phases present. Analysis by Rietveld refinement of data 

of this quality would not have produced any significant results. The 

product is still too warm to calculate useful lattice parameters. The 

Nprof = 5 model does not allow fo r any realistic atomic positions or 

crystallite sizes to be extracted.

Examining the diffraction ring patterns recorded at the ESRF show 

spinel formation. Figure 3.22 shows the change in diffraction rings 

observed for a zero field reaction to prepare ZnFe2 0 4 . However, what 

is not clear is the degree to which the reaction is completed.
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(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3 .22  Diffraction rings for o zero field SH5 reaction to form ZnFez0 4 , (a) 

Prescan (b)-(e) reaction scons ( f  ) post scon.

These differences in the completion of the reactions under zero and 

applied field could be attributed to the temperature of the reaction. 

In  the applied field reactions temperatures are reported to be higher, 

allowing for the reaction to occur more readily. This is discussed in 

more detail in Chapter Four.
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3.5.1.1 Reaction Time scales

Further evidence that the reaction has taken place is observed from 

the 3D plots of the reaction scans. Figure 3.23 shows the plots for 

the completed zero and applied field reactions to form ZnFe2 0 4 .

ZnFe2Û4 Reaction Reaction

Speed

(ms)

Average

Reaction

Speed

(ms)

Sample S tart Scan End Scan

Zero Field 27 31 500 560

Zero Field (3.23) 31 36 625

Applied Field 30 32 250

Applied Field (3.23) 126 127 125 210

Applied Field 16 18 250

Table 3 .8  Reaction time scales for the formation of ZnFe204 in zero and applied 

fields of 0.2 T.

From these plots it is possible to identify the diffraction patterns 

where the reaction takes place and to calculate the reaction speeds. 

Table 3.8 shows on overage that the applied field reactions occur 

350 ms fasier  than the zero field reactions. This is in agreement with 

the results observed for the MgFe2 0 4  reactions discussed earlier in 

this chapter.
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Figure 3.23 3D plots o f the reaction to form 
lower in an applied field o f 0.2T.
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3.6 Magnesium Zinc Ferrites

Experiments were carried out on the Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  samples in zero 

and applied fields. This allows us to determine the effects of the 

applied field.

3.6.1 Spinel Formation

Figure 3.24 shows the post scans for a zero field reaction carried out 

in oxygen from the early experiment and a zero and applied field post 

scan from reactions carried out in air using the new mount and ignition 

methods.

The two zero field examples show that the removal of the oxygen 

source restricts the formation of the spinel. The reaction in oxygen 

shows that there is little  evidence of other phases in the diffraction  

pattern whereas there are clearly other phases in the reaction carried 

out in air. In  contrast, the applied field data from a reaction in air has 

formed the spinel to almost the same degree as the zero field 

reaction in oxygen. From these results only it appears that oxygen 

and/or applied field aid the completion of the reaction. However, this 

needs to be investigated further before any firm  conclusion can be 

made.
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Figure 3 .24  Post scans for Mgo.5Zno,5Fe204 zero field with external oxygen, zero 

field in air and applied field (0.2 T) in air.

The formation of the spinel phase and therefore the rate of the  

reaction can be identified using the 3D plots of the diffraction  

patterns. Zero and applied field plots are shown in Figure 3.25.
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Zero Field

lîM

Applied Field

Figure 3 .25  3D plots showing the reaction for Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 in zero and applied 

fields of 0.2 T. (x axis, 26; Y axis. Scan number; Z axis. Intensity.)

The rates of reaction for the 3D plots shown above are 500 ms in 

zero field and 125 ms in applied field. This result follows the same 

trend as seen in the MgFe2 0 4  and ZnFe2 0 4  data, where the applied 

field increases the speed of the reaction.

3.7 Chapter Summary

Table 3.9 shows the reaction times for the six samples discussed in 

this Chapter. In  each sample the applied field increases the rate of 

reaction when compared to its zero field alternative. This is a perhaps 

a result of the applied field effects on the ions occurring at the start 

of the reaction process.
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From the results, it has been shown that MgFe2 0 4  reactions show a 

greater degree of spinel formation than the ZnFe2Û4 and 

AAgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  samples.

I t  is d ifficult to say from these results alone why the applied field 

has such an e ffec t on these d ifferent reactions. Chapter Seven 

discusses these important results with the thermal imaging and 

conventional X-ray analysis in an attempt to form some valid 

conclusions.

Sample Average speed of 

reaction (ms)

MgFe204 (ZF) 500

MgFe2Û4 (AF) 250

Mgo,5Zno.5Fe204 (ZF) 500

MgosZno5Fe204 (AF) 125

ZnFe2Û4(ZF) 560

ZnFe2Û4 (AF) 210

Table 3 .9  Table summarising the rate of reaction.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Thermal Imaging Studies

4. Introduction

Thermal Imaging studies have been carried out on the SHS 

preparation of the spinels MgPezOA, Mgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  and ZnPe2 0 4  in 

zero and applied fields of 0.2 T. The purpose of the experiments was 

to use a technique with apparatus of a much higher resolution and 

accuracy than used in any other reported SHS work. Thermal imaging 

experiments were carried out at UCL using a Mikron 9104 optical 

pyrometer and the results used to determine quantitative and 

qualitative comparisons between reactions carried out in zero and 

applied fields with respect to temperature, wave propagation and 

propagation front speeds.
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4.1 Background

The thermal Imaging technique described in this chapter is the f irs t  

investigation of its kind. I t  was used to investigate the SHS reactions 

of ferrites. The experiments described in this chapter were initially 

designed to investigate the magnesium zinc ferrites  MgFe2 0 4 , 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  and ZnFe2 0 4 . The data was collected using a Mikron 

9104 optical pyrometer with a choice of three temperature ranges 

between 800 °C and 3000 °C.

For the experiments and results discussed in this chapter the camera 

was set to its lowest range of 800 °C -  1265 °C. Thermal Imaging work 

on SHS reactions have been presented by Cherlot e f a /a t LURE -D C I 

(Orsay France, beamline D43) on the study of SHS preparations of 

FeAl using simultaneous TRXRD and thermal imaging techniques^"* as 

well as measurements on SHS reactions of Carbon and Titanium by 

Vrel e t a! at LURE 043^^. Figure 4.1 shows a SHS reaction of the 

formation of TiC over 25 seconds recorded by an Avio TVS 2000  

optical pyrometer. However, the infra red cameras used in both these 

examples produced images taken over a linear section of sample rather 

than an area, making interpretation of wave propagation modes 

impossible. The coloured images resulting from the Mikron system 

over an area of 6 mm  ̂ provide a better method for SHS analysis.
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Figure 4.1 A thermal image of the top surface of the sample (le ft) 0.4s a fte r the 

reaction front reached the end of the sample. Thermal evolution as a function of 

time is given fo r the line drawn across the sample in the lower section (right). (Vrel

4.2 Experimental

The green mixtures were prepared and initiated as described earlier 

in Chapter Two (2.5). The green mixture preparation was extremely 

important for these reactions. A fte r each batch of green mixture was
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made pellets were pressed and then stored in a glass sample tube and 

separated by a small amount of cotton wool. The tubes were placed in 

a dessicator to limit contact with wet air.

Data was considered to be complete and suitable for analysis when two 

criteria were satisfied. Firstly that the pellet remained whole in the 

field of view of the thermal imaging camera and secondly that the 

propagation wave was observed to pass through the whole frame. Data 

was considered failed, and omitted from the data analysis, when the 

pellet snapped or when the pellet was pulled into the field out of the 

nickel frame before the propagation was complete.

Reproducibility of the experiments was highly controlled. However, it 

was not possible to predict the mode of wave propagation, the 

cracking or snapping of the pellets, or when a pellet would be flung 

into the magnets (in the event the pellet moved out of the nickel 

frame). I t  was also not possible to predict or prevent failures with 

pellet ignition.

As a result of these experimental limitations, reproducibility can be 

achieved in terms of preparation of the pellets and placement of the 

point ignition but not for the behaviour of pellets a fte r ignition. Runs 

that appeared complete and comparable by eye were used for further 

analysis. 90% of zero field and 70% of applied field reactions were 

successfully ignited and data collected to fulfil the criteria above.
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Early experiments were carried out using a ceramic rather than an 

aluminium mount. The experimental description of these is included in 

section 4.4.

4.3 Pellet Degradation

Using the quantities of reagents described in Chapter Two, green 

mixture was prepared to produce four 1.00 g pellets. Each experiment 

takes approximately five minutes to prepare and set up, one minute to 

collect data and a further five minutes to clear. In itial experiments 

were carried out in one day so that green mixtures were prepared and 

stored together. (The pellets were pressed to 1 Tonne several hours 

before ignition). The results from the experiments using pellets that 

were not prepared immediately before the reaction was carried out 

resulted in noticeable change to the way in which the SHS wave 

propagated.

Using a green mixture that was "old" (exposed and handled in air) had 

two significant effects. Firstly, in some cases the pellet would not 

initiate at all, and secondly, when ignition did take place, in some cases 

as the SHS wave reached the mid point of the sample adjacent to the 

nickel frame, it fractured into two parts forcing an end to the 

reaction. This fracturing of the pellet is likely to be due to the 

hydration of the NaCI0 4  which prevented the smooth propagation of 

the wave through the sample. Sparking at the clusters of the NoCIOa 

provided sufficient energy for the pellet to snap.
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In  order to reduce this e ffec t only one sample of green mixture was 

prepared at any time and four pellets pressed from this mixture. 

These pellets were then stored as described in section 4.1.

Table 4.1 gives the results of the applied field samples taken from two 

sets of green mixtures. Samples 1 - 4  were prepared from a green 

mixture made the previous day and stored in a glass sample tube in air. 

Samples 5 - 8  were prepared from fresh green mixture and initiated 

immediately. The results show the level of degradation that occurred 

as a result from using an older green mixture.

Sample Time of Initiation Max. Temperature Average Max.

A fte r Preparation of Reaction °C Temperature °C

1 15 Hr 1010 ±2

2 15 Hr +6 mins 1024 ±2

3 15 Hr +12 mins 1104 ±2 1045 ±60

4 15 Hr +18mins 1042 ±2

5 O H r 1221±2

6 0 Hr + 6 mins 1120 ±2

7 0 Hr + 12 mins 1204 ±2 1156 ± 65

8 0 Hr + 18 mins 1009 ±2

Table 4.1 Results showing the change in temperatures reached by pellets which 

were prepared, using green mixture le ft over night (1-4) and a green mixture, 

prepared immediately prior to ignition (5-8).

(Average temperatures were calculated by taking the average of all 6000 pixels 

contained in a 2 x 3 mm frame.)
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The results show that there a reduction of 110°C in the average 

maximum temperature for reactions, which took place in the morning 

on the older green mixture when compared to samples which were 

initiated from a green mixture that was made just prior to initiation. 

A fter these results were observed, care was taken to prepare green 

mixtures and pellets immediately before the ignition of the pellets. 

Otherwise the results could be due to the fact that the green mixture 

absorbed water.

4.4 Experiments with an External Flow of Oxygen

Early experiments were carried out on all three MgxZni-xFe2 0 4  

samples using an oxygen flow of 21 /  min. However, in order to compare 

the results to the TRXRD results on Chapter Four, later experiments 

were modified for the MgPe2 0 4  samples so that there was no external 

oxygen flow (section 4.5).

The results for the three samples prepared using the external flow of 

oxygen are discussed in detail. The results have been used to 

determine the e ffec t of increasing magnesium character on the 

reaction temperatures and the effects of preparation in an applied 

field.
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4.4.1 Ceramic Mount Arrangement

Reactions were carried out on pellets mounted on two ceramic boats. 

In  zero field the pellets remained in the position that they were 

mounted throughout the reaction. When the reactions were carried 

out in the presence of the magnetic field, the pellets were flung to 

the side as the spinel formed and became magnetic. To maintain a 

uniform position of the pellet with respect to the camera in the 

applied and zero field experiments, ceramic posts were introduced to 

hold the pellets in place during the applied field reactions. Figure 4.2 

shows the experimental arrangement in more detail. As a result the 

two experiments were not carried out using an identical method. For 

the applied field samples, temperatures were reduced due to the 

ceramic posts acting as a heat sink.
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Figure 4 .2  Thermal imaging arrangement in early experiments including the external 

oxygen source. Top figure showing the zero field arrangement and the lower the 

applied field arrangement

4 .4 .2 ZnFeaOz

The firs t samples to be prepared were several ZnPe2 0 4  samples in a 

zero field: 1.00 g of the green mixture pressed to 1 tonne in a 16 mm 

die produced thin (1 mm thick) and extremely brittle  pellets. This led 

to a high level of failure rates a fte r ignition. There were two main 

problems when collecting data for the ZnPe2 0 4  samples. The firs t was 

that the pellets tended to snap as the propagation wave moved though 

the sample preventing the collection of complete data sets.
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When the propagation wave was captured in the frame the second 

problem was the temperature of the reaction. The Mikron camera was 

set to its lowest temperature range, 800 - 1265®C. However, the 

reactions rarely exceeded temperatures greater than 866°C even 

when an external flow of oxygen was used. This made analysis of the 

samples impossible. Reactions in an applied field of 0.2 T  gave similar 

results and the samples were not tested further. We can therefore  

assume that the highest temperature reached in the ZnFezOA for 

SHS reactions under these conditions does not exceed 866°C.

4.4.3 Mgo.5Zno.5F02O4

Reactions carried out on the MgosZnosFezOA mixtures proceeded with 

much higher reaction temperatures than the ZnFe2 0 4  samples. Figure

4.3 shows the thermal frames collected for Mgo.ôZno.sFezOA samples.

1265.2

1225.3

11854

1145.4

1105.5

1065.6

025.7

Figure 4 .3  Thermal imaging frame series fo r a zero field Mgo.5Zno,5Fe204 sample. 

Each frame is 0.33 s apart and the sequence runs from top right to bottom left.
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The results gave an average observed temperature of the reaction in 

zero field of 1060°C. When earned out in an applied field the average 

temperature increased to 1070°C. Within errors there is not a 

significant difference between the applied field and zero field results.

4.4.4 MgFe204

Reactions were also carried out on the MgFe2 0 4  samples. However, 

significantly higher temperatures were observed for the zero field 

reactions compared to applied field. This is most likely due to the 

ceramic posts acting as a heat sink. This is supported by the results 

later in this chapter for the experiments carried out in the nickel 

mount.

1265.2
1225.3

Figure 4 .4  Thermal imaging frame series for a zero field MgFez04  sample. Each 

frames is 0.33 s apart and the sequence runs from top le ft to bottom right.
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The MgFe2 0 4  reaction temperatures were higher than the 

corresponding zero and applied field Mgo5ZnosFe2 0 4  samples. Figure

4.4 shows a thermal frame data set for a zero field reaction of 

MgFe2 0 4 . Table 4.2 shows the results for the reactions that were 

carried out using the external oxygen flow fo r the MgFe2 0 4  and 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  samples in zero and applied fields.

Sample MgFe204 

Zero Field

Mgo,5Zno,5Fe204 

Zero Field °C

MgFe2Ü4 

Applied Field

Mgo,5Zno.5Fe204

Applied Field ®C

Run 1 1270 1090 1230 1100

Run 2 1210 1080 1070 1070

Run 3 1200 1010 1140 1040

Average

Temperature 1224 ±41 1059 ±51 1147 ±83 1069 ±30

Table 4 .2  Table showing the reaction temperatures for the MgFezOA and 

Mgo.sZno5pe204 samples prepared in zero and applied fields of 0.2 T.

4.4.5 Reaction Bxothermicities

To determine the validity of the observed increase in temperature 

with increasing magnesium character, calculations were made to 

determine the theoretical temperature values for each reaction.
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In  û closed system, the maximum theoretical temperature reached 

during a reaction is the adiabatic temperature Tad. This can be 

calculated from the integration of the heat capacities of the products 

equated to the reaction enthalpy. Equation 4.5 describes this for a 

two-product system. I f  Tad is above the melting or boiling point of the 

reaction, the enthalpies of vaporisation must be taken into account. 

Heat capacity is described in Equation 4.3 and the integration solved 

using Equation 4.4. The parameters A-D are taken from tables^^.

4.4.5.1 Enthalpy Calculations

Enthalpy calculations were carried out in order to determine the 

adiabatic temperatures for the reactions to form MgFe2 0 4  and 

ZnPezÛA. I t  was not possible to determine a theoretical value for the 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  samples due to the lack of Cp information and the 

absence of A B C and D values for the integration.

•  Calculation of AHr for MgFe2 0 4

^ H  r~ ^ H  f (^^oducts) -  A (Reagents)

Equation 4.1

A H r  = + NaCl) - A f J / + NaClO, + MgO)

A / / ^  =  ( -1 4 4 0 .1 -3 0 8 .7 7 5 )- M l  1 .7 -1 4 1 .6 8 -6 0 1 .7 )

A H  r = (-1748 .875) +  (-115 .075 )

A / / ^  =  -593.8/«:7m o/-’
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Integration of the Heat Capacity Cp

C = A  +BT + C T " ^ D t

Equation 4.2

\ C , - d t - A T

Equation 4.3

•  Heat Capacity and the Hr can be related according to the equation

m̂p
- ^ H , -  + \C ,■ d T  + ̂ H , +  } C / d T  Equation 4.4

7:, Tip

Where AHm = Enthalpy of Fusion for NoCI

AHv = Enthalpy of Vaporisation for NaCI

•  Equation 4 can be written in five parts for the reaction to form 

MgFe204

T/je energy required to reach the N a d  melting point

1074 r  ,

- ^ H f =  \  \Cp^^sFe20, )  + -C A ^ a C l) \ -d T  Equation 4.4a
298 I  ^  8  ^  J

where T„p is 1074 K
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The latent Heat o f Fusion o f NaCi

+ -A //^ (N a C /)  Equation 4.4b

The energy required to reach the NaCi boiiing point

1757

~ ^ H , =  Equation 4.4c
1074

Where Typ is 1757 K

The heat o f Vaporisation fo r NaCi

+ -A //^ (N a C /) Equation 4.4d

The energy required to reach the adiabatic temperature

- ^ H , =  ] \ c ^ ’̂ g P ^ ^ O ,)+ \c , (N a a ) \ -d T  Equation 4.4e
1757 I  °  J
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For the reaction to form the solutions are:

-AHf = 593.8 X 10  ̂ J moi'^

Equation 4a = 148.2 x 10  ̂J  mol'^

Equation 4b = 11.25 x 10  ̂J  mol'^

Equation 4c = 146.0 x 10  ̂J  moi'^

Equation 4d = 282.4 x 10  ̂ J mol'^

Equation 4e = (182.94)Tad + (0.0113)Tad^ -  (57.76282.4 x 10 )̂Tad'  ̂ - 

357705.756

=> 0 = (0.0113)Tad  ̂+ (182.94)Tad^ - (363.691x 10^)T,d - (57.76 x 10 )̂

Solving this equation results in a calculated adiabatic temperature of

TnH = 1920 K fl650°n

For the reaction to form ZnFe2 0 4  the solutions are:

-AHf = 429.38 X 10  ̂J  mol'^

Equation 4a = 157.54 x 10  ̂J  mol'^

Equation 4b = 11.25 x 10  ̂J  mol'^

Equation 4c = 154.01 x 10  ̂J mol'^

Equation 4d = 282.4 x 10  ̂J mol'^

There is insufficient energy to boil of the NaCI at 1757 K, therefore  

the adiabatic temperature does not exceed this value 1757 K (1484°C)
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However, these calculations assume that the system is adiabatic, that 

no heat is lost to the surroundings. This is not the case given the 

ceramic and nickel mounts used in the thermal imaging experiments. 

Whilst the calculated and observed temperature calculations may 

d iffe r the increase in magnesium content of the spinel should result in 

an mcrease in temperature for both the calculated and observed 

temperatures. Table 4.3 shows the enthalpy of reacfion for each 

spinel, as well as the calculated reaction temperatures.

W ith no literature values available for the AHf for Mgo5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  an 

average of the AHf and Cp values for MgFezOAond ZnFe2 0 4  were used. 

All other thermodynamic data was from literature^^.

Sample AHr Calculated Temperature of Reaction

CC)

MgPe204 - 439.19 1650

Mgo5ZnosFe204 -434.28 n/a

ZnosFe204 -429.38 -1484

Table 4 .3  AHr and calculated reaction temperatures for MgFeaOA, MgosZnosFegOA 

and ZnFe2 Û 4 .

4.4.6 Summary

The results of the experiments show that increasing magnesium 

character raises the reaction temperatures for both zero and applied 

field reactions. For the applied field reactions the \r\c^^as^ in average
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temperature between Mgo.sZno.sFeaOA and l^gFezO^ is 178®C and for 

the zero field reaction there is an \r\crzas& of 165°C.

These results are consistent with the trend shown fo r the calculated 

exothermicities. The d\fi^^^nce.s between the values for the 

experimental versus calculated temperatures are a result of the heat 

loss made to the mount and the surroundings, the calculated results 

assume an adiabatic environment.

The differences in experimental techniques meant that the e ffec t of 

the applied field on the reaction temperatures with respect to the 

zero field reaction could not be compared from these experiments. 

The use of the ceramic posts reduced the reaction temperature 

significantly causing the observed temperatures to be artificially 

lowered.

In  order to obtain data which could be used to assess the influence of 

the applied field more accurately the development of a new pellet 

mount which could hold the pellets in an identical position regardless 

of the use of magnets was necessary.

The pellet mount used in the TRXRD reactions was developed in July 

2003 and further thermal imaging experiments discussed in this 

chapter were earned out on MgFe2 0 4  samples using the new mount. 

Appendix 2 shows the full set of runs completed using the nickel 

mount, with a description of the wave propagation through the frame 

and the success or failure of the run.
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4.5 Experiments with no External Flow of Oxygen.

A fter the three reactions had been compared using oxygen flows, the 

decision was made to focus on the MgPe2 0 4  samples only in the new 

mount for several reasons. The MgPe2 0 4  sample provided a 

reproducible set of results for both the applied field and zero field  

examples. The data was within the range 800 -  1265 and provided a 

clear set of data for establishing the manner in which the propagation 

waves moved across the sample surface as well as (with a slight 

alteration to the experimental set up) the interior of the sample. The 

green mixture produced very strong thick pellets which tended to hold 

together during the reaction more frequently than the other two 

samples. Finally the TRXRD results had been most consistent for this 

sample. Understanding the wave propagation and temperatures would 

enable direct comparison of the two techniques when trying to 

determine the effects of the applied field.

4.5.1 MgPe204.

The remainder of this chapter discusses the results obtained for the 

MgFe2 0 4  sample in the absence of any external oxygen flow. The 

samples were prepared and the experiments carried out in an identical 

fashion to those described in Chapter Three (section 3.3). The 

opportunity to carry out reactions in an identical method to the 

TRXRD experiments enabled a direct comparison between the
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techniques and the e ffe c t of the applied field on the reaction 

temperatures, propagation speeds and modes.

4.5.1.1 Data Analysis Techniques

Difficulties with the thermal imaging analysis occurred due to the 

fact that the Mikron camera is compatible only with its own software. 

The Mikron software produces images and data in its own format, 

which make interpretation with other programmes impossible. The 

qualitative nature of the data made quantitative comparisons between 

samples very difficult. The following pages describe the method that 

was used to compare the series of frames for each run in order to 

extract more quantitative results.

Figure 4.5 shows the process carried out to determine the wave speed 

and wave propagation methods.

(a) In  the firs t step a set of the 1015 -  1045®C temperature contours 

were viewed in order to establish the passage of the wave through the 

frame shown by the arrow.

(b) Areas were drawn either side of the main arrow to include an area 

approximately 1.5 mm .̂

(c) Two points were marked on the propagation wave inside the shaded 

area, to plot the maximum and minimum points of advancement across 

the frame.
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(a) Direction of Wave 

established

(b) Region of interest drawn

(c) Points of advancement 
measured

Figure 4 .5  Method for determining the wave speed and propagation methods from 

the thermal imaging frame

An average of the two points for each contour was plotted so that the 

average distance travelled and the time taken could be used to 

calculate the speed of the wave through the frame.

The errors associated with the calculated speed measurements are 

difficult to quantify. They contain several components, the choice of 

the area size and position that was investigated for the wave front 

positions, the choice of which contour lines to plot as well as the 

inaccuracies in the calculated distances. However, the method of 

comparison between each scan is valid as the errors and analysis 

methods remain consistent for each frame analysed.
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4.5.1.2 Wave Velocities

The Optical pyrometer used to capture the results discussed in this 

chapter is capable of capturing 33 images per second. This enabled 

reactions to be investigated in what is essentially real time. The 

Mikron 9104 T X I camera uses two detectors so that it is able to 

record data on one detector whilst simultaneously downloading the 

data collected in the previous frame using the second detector. The 

result is a continuous set of thermal imaging data. For each pellet that 

was ignited successfully 450 scans were collected over approximately 

150 seconds.

Table 4.4 shows the calculated velocities from experiments carried 

out in zero and applied fields. The velocities were calculated by 

identifying the position on the 2 x 3  mm  ̂ frame where the propagation 

wave entered and exited the frame to calculate the distance it 

travelled. The time taken was simply the number of frames taken to 

achieve this distance.

MgFe204 Sample Average Speed

(mm s'̂ )

Zero Field 2.01

Applied Field 2.79

Table 4 .4  Calculated average velocities (using four runs) for zero and applied field 

reactions of MgFegOA.
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The results show that the applied field reactions were approximately 

0.8 mms'  ̂ faster than the zero field reactions. The results are 

consistent with results observed from powder reactions of SHS 

reactions to form barium ferrite^® and magnesium zinc ferrite^^.

In  the case of the powder reactions the increase in velocity for the 

applied field reaction has been attributed to the possibility of the 

iron powder aligning with the magnetic field lines, to form a more 

homogenous mixture than the corresponding zero field reaction.

The purpose of the reactions carried out using pellets was to try  and 

restrict the movement of the iron powder in the field. There are 

however, errors associated with the calculated velocities when 

considering the mode of propagation of the wave through the sample. 

A steady wave for example moves cleanly across the sample as shown 

in Figure 4.6 (a) so that the distance travelled is well defined. 

However in the case of an oscillating wave as shown in Figure 4.6 (b) 

the pulsating nature of the wave as it moves through the sample 

clearly effects the accuracy of the distance travelled by the wave.
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(a)

(b)

2

Figure 4 .6  (a) an example of a steady propagation wave and a (b) an oscillating wave 

moving through a sample.

4.5.1.3 Wave Propagation In Zero Field

The data collected for the MgPe2 0 4  samples was analysed in order to 

determine the mode of propagation described using the method 

outlined in section 4.5.1.1. The temperature contour of the 1015- 

1045°C was plotted for each of the scans collected as the wave moved 

through the frame. An example of a set of plots obtained for a zero 

field example is shown in Figure 4.7.
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1185.4

1145.4

1105.5
0.40 ( K 0.67 »«:

1025.7

0.13 s

0.40 s

0 6 7  s

Figure 4 .7  Frames showing the movement of the 1015 - 1045 °C contour line across 

the sample surface in a zero field environment. Each frame is 2 mm x 3 mm.

The path of the propagation wave for this sample can be seen to move 

in a steady manner from one corner of the frame to the other. The 

velocity for this example was 2.61 mm s '\

Figure 4.8 shows the plots made for four zero field reactions analysed 

using the methods described earlier. The arrow shows the direction of 

the main wave propagation and the area used to define the velocities 

and the modes of propagation.
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Run 1 Run 3

Run 2

104

Run 4

Figure 4 .8  Plots showing the path of the wave propagation for zero field 

preparations of MgFe204.

Plots of the overage position of the wove over time ore shown in 

Figures 4.9 (o-d). The error bars show the position of the wave in its 

most advanced and withdrawn positions across the frame with respect 

to the areas shown in Figure 4.8 above.
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Figure 4 .9  (a-d) Graphs showing the distance travelled by the wave through the 

sample for the four zero field reactions in Figure 4.8.

The results show that the zero field reactions tend to proceed across 

the surface of the pellet in a steady manner although there are some 

points in which there is evidence of mild oscillation. These can be seen 

in Run 2, point six and Run 4, point six.
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4.5.1.4 Wave Propagation in Applied Field

Analysis of the applied field reactions was carried out in a similar 

manner. Figure 4.10 shows a contour plot for an applied field reaction.

1145.4

1065.64.73 s«c

1025.7

4 57 s

6 .07 s

5 .07 c

5 73 s 5 40 s

Figure 4 .1 0  Frames showing the movement of the 1015 -  1045®C degree contour line 

across the sample surface in an applied field (0.2T). Each frame is 2 mm x 3 mm.

Figure 4.11 shows four applied field reactions analysed in the same way 

as the zero field reactions and Figure 4.12 the graphical 

representation of the wave propagation method.
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142

186^

178

Run 1 Run 3

18Z

Run 2 Run 4

Figure 4.11 Plots showing the wave propagation for applied field preparations of 

MgPezOA

The graphs in Figure 4.12 (a-d) show that there are three times as 

many oscillations in the wave propagation than exhibited by the zero 

field reactions in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4 .12  (a-d) Graphs showing the distance travelled by the wave through the 

sample for the four zero field reactions in Figure 4.10

4.5.1.5 Summary of Wave Propagation

The plots for the applied and zero field reactions show that there is 

no clear answer for determining the method of wave propagation 

through the sample. Generally the zero field graphs show a steady 

nature of wave propagation with occasional evidence of slight 

oscillation. The applied field reactions have a much more oscillatory 

trend away from mean path but again there is evidence when looking at 

run three that the wave can be steady. Although the method of green 

mixture preparation and ignition was identical for each run the
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homogeneity of the mixture and the point of ignition are difficult to 

maintain for each run, which could be having an effect.

In  conclusion from the data which has been analysed it is clear that 

there are examples of steady and oscillating waves in both applied 

field and zero field reactions. However, for the reactions studied the 

oscillations in the applied fields are much stronger than for those 

observed in the zero field examples. Future work could be earned out 

to develop a more suitable means of sustaining the point of ignition as 

well as the length of time that the flame is held to the pellet to ignite 

it removing this variable.

4.5.2 Temperature Results for MgFe204

The Mikron 9104 is sensitive to the range 800 - 1265 °C and has over 

six thousand individual data points to be captured from a 3 x 2 mm  ̂

area focussed using a heated wire. The camera gives results accurate 

to 0.8 C at 800°C and 1.4®C at 1200°C.

Table 4.5 gives the average temperature results for the zero and 

applied field reactions for MgPe2 0 4  using the nickel mount.
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MgFe204 Average Temperature °C

Zero Field 1105 ± 11

Applied Field 1154 ±12

Table 4 .5  MgFezÛA zero and applied field average temperature data

In  order to remove the Inaccuracy caused by Inhomogeneous green 

mixtures an average value was taken using the Mikron software to 

take an average maximum temperature across the 6000 pixels in the 2 

X 3 mm  ̂ frame. Using these results the zero field reactions gave an 

average maximum reading of 1105°C compared to the reactions carried 

out in applied field which had an average maximum values of 1154°C. 

The difference of 50°C agrees with previous work suggesting that the 

applied field significantly raised the temperature of the reaction.

Although the average difference is only 50°C the applied field 

reactions often showed temperatures in excess of the range of the 

camera (1265°C). All pixels, which exceeded this limit, were recorded 

at 1265°C. The results in this table show that the ceramic posts in the 

early experiments did a ffec t the comparison between the samples. 

The removal of the external flow of oxygen has reduced the observed 

temperatures significantly.
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4.5.2.1 NqCI04  Contribution

In  previously reported work carried out on powder reactions the green 

mixture was seen to align in an hourglass configuration between the 

poles of the magnet "̂ .̂ In  this work, pressed pellets were used in order 

to eliminate the pre - organisation of the material along field lines. 

During the preparation of the green mixture the addition of the 

sodium perchlorate is a particular risk. When the green mixture is 

prepared, the NaCI0 4  is not added until the other reagents are well 

mixed to avoid ignition in the pestle and mortar. I t  is a result of the 

careful grinding of the mixture a fte r the addition of the NaCI0 4  that 

can lead to "large" grains remaining in the mixture. When "large" 

NaCI0 4  clusters are reached by the propagation wave it is possible to 

see sparking on the surface of the pellet and the heat caused by their 

ignition causes the maximum temperature values observed in that 

frame to be unnaturally high.

In  the event that a significantly large cluster is part of the pellet the 

result can be that part of the pellet can be ejected from the bulk. For 

this reason and the problems associated with heat islands discussed 

later the average values are used as the best means for evaluating the 

effects of the applied field on the temperature of the reaction.
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Figure 4.13 shows a single frame taken from an applied field reaction 

showing evidence of regions exceeding the temperature range of the  

camera.

1225.3

1185.4

1145.4

1105.5

1065.6

1025.7

Figure 4 .13  Thermal imaging plots for a zero field reaction (le ft) and an applied 

field reaction (right) showing the temperatures reached in AF exceed the scale.

The thermal frames shown throughout this chapter show the 

propagation wave as it moves across the surface of the pellet. The 

applied field frame in Figure 4.13 shows that there are several hot 

lines running across the frame. These hot lines could be evidence of an 

increased temperature in the bulk of the sample. I f  the pellet interior 

is indeed hotter than the surface this would cause the pellet surface 

to crack. Examining the pellets post reaction does indeed show a 

series of surface cracks as shown in Figure 4.14 which shows a series 

of SEM images recorded for the MgFezÛA zero and applied field  

samples.
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Figure 4 .14  SEM images showing surface cracks a fte r wave propagation occurred 

for MgFeaOA reactions in (a) zero and (b) applied field (0.2 T). Frame shows an area 

2mm X 3mm.

4.5.3 Bulk Propagation

The surface cracking opens the question of how the propagation wave 

moves through the sample. Rather than examining the surface 

progression there is a possibility that the wave advances through the 

bulk ahead of the wave seen on the surface as shown in Figure 4.15.

S u r f a c e  p r o p a g a t i o n Hot Spot in front of the
surface propagation but 
behind the bulk wave

B u l k  p r o p a g a t i o n

Figure 4 .15  Bulk propagation moving faster than the surface reaction.
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This work has shown evidence of heat Islands present In front of the 

main propagation wave. These Islands are suspected to be the result of 

Inhomogeneltles In the green mixture, leaving pockets of Iron powder 

which Ignite before the main propagation wave reaches them. An 

example of these heat Islands Is shown In Figure 4.16

Figure 4 .16  Evidence of heat islands in a zero field example of MgFeaOA.

The figure above shows the reaction of a zero field sample, the wave 

front Is moving In a steady manner through the frame and there Is a 

clear presence of heat Islands In front of the main wave. Each frame 

of the figure Is 0.66 seconds apart.

The possibility that the bulk was reacting In a d ifferent manner or at 

a d ifferent rate resulting In heat Islands appearing on the surface In 

front of the bulk wave was Investigated. This was achieved by altering 

the focus of the beam on the pellet from the surface to the centre of 

the pellet.
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4.5.3.1 Experimental Set Up

In  order to determine if the amalgamation of iron powder in the 

sample influences the way in which the wave propagates through the 

sample it is necessary to look at the bulk of the sample. Each pellet 

comprises of 1.00 g of sample pressed to one tonne. This means that 

the pellet is approximately 2 mm thick. With the thermal imaging 

frame recording 2 mm x 3 mm data, it is possible to focus the beam 

onto the side of the pellet. I f  the reaction is initiated from the 

opposite side of the pellet it is possible to monitor the wave as it 

moves towards the thermal camera. Figure 4.17 shows how the 

information is recorded for bulk propagation. The pellet is broken in 

two so that there is a fla t surface facing the beam.

Aluminium
Cmtainer

Pellet broken 
in half

Ni chrome 
Wire

Figure 4 .1 7  Experimental set up for the beam to capture images as the SHS wave 

moves through the bulk of the sample.
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4.S.3.2 Results

The firs t results from these experiments was to show that when the  

bulk frames were observed there was no longer any evidence of islands 

appearing either to the side or front of the main propagation wave. 

This suggests that the heat islands are a surface phenomena. Figure 

4.18 shows the frames taken from the bulk investigation. The wave 

appears in the centre of the frame and then over time extends out 

towards the surface of the pellet.
1265,2

11854

11454

11055

1025 7

r 1 265.2 
M 225.3 

H 185.4  

M 145.4 

M 1Ü 55 

U 065.6 
1-1025 7

385.8

345.8 

9059 

066 0

Figure 4 .18  Thermal imaging frames and 3D temperature contour maps showing the 

wave as it moves through the bulk of the pellet. Each frame shows a region 

2 mm X 3 mm .̂
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I f  this movement of the wave from the bulk towards the surface Is 

correct, the results show that there are two types of wave 

propagation through the sample. The movement through the bulk 

suggests that beneath the surface there is already an ongoing 

reaction which has advanced beyond the surface wave front.

Consequently on island is not really "in front" of the main propagation 

wove but rather above it and "in front" of the surface propagation 

wove.

4.6 Conclusions

The results described in this Chapter have identified the wave 

propagation methods and average temperature values for SHS 

reactions to form MgFe2 0 4  and Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 in pellet form in zero 

and applied fields. The thermal imaging techniques described in this 

chapter o ffer a reproducible method for conducting experiments in 

zero and applied fields of 0.2 T. The following sections describe the 

main conclusions derived from the experiments carried out at UCL and 

offer the firs t results for a bulk propagation study which has been 

used to explain the formation of heat islands.
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4.6.1 Magnesium content of the Spinel

The thermal imaging experiments earned out with an external flow of 

oxygen showed that there was an increase in temperature between 

the ZnFezOA and tAgo^Zno^FezOA of 22% and a further 16% increase 

in the difference between the mixed spinel and the tAgFezOA. Similar 

observations were found for the applied field reactions where the 

increase in reaction temperature between tAgo^ZnosFezOA and 

MgFe2 0 4  was 7%. These results are in agreement with the relationship 

between the adiabatic temperatures for the three reactions, which 

show an increase in temperature with increasing magnesium content.

Pellets containing a higher weight fraction of magnesium were thicker 

and less brittle  than the lAgo.dZno^FezOA and ZnFe2 0 4 , resulting in a 

higher success to failure ratio for ignition and data collection.

4.6.2 Experimental Techniques

The Nickel mount used for these experiments provided a reproducible 

experimental set up for the SHS thermal imaging studies of pressed 

pellets for the examination of the surface and bulk wave propagation 

methods.

The bulk measurements provide the firs t results for the observation 

of wave propagation through the centre of a sample and have resulted 

in a new explanation for the presence of heat islands in front of the
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main propagation wave. The results have offered an explanation for 

the surface cracking of the pellets and the possibility of differences 

in wave propagation velocities through the sample surface and bulk.

4.6.3 Applied Field Effects

The effects of the applied field have been determined for the 

experiments of hAgFezO  ̂ in zero and applied fields of 0.2 T. The 

development of the nickel mount enabled both the zero and applied 

field experiments to be carried out using the same conditions with a 

high level of reproducibility. The pellet position in the field, with 

respect to the thermal imaging camera and the contact with the 

frame, was identical for each run regardless of the presence of the 

magnets.

The firs t observation was the Increase in the wave velocity when 

reactions were carried out in the field. There was a 40% Increase in 

the velocity of the wave through the sample. This result agrees with 

previous results obtained for powder reactions where the result was 

attributed to the pre-organisation of the iron powder with the 

magnetic field.

The second e ffec t of the applied field was the Increase in wave 

oscillation during the propagation. Initiation of the pellet was carried 

out so that the propagation wave moved through the sample 

perpendicular to the field. Attempts to ignite the pellet so that the
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wave travelled in parallel with the field were unsuccessful and 

propagation did not occur.

The e ffec t of the applied field on the temperature of the reaction to 

form MgFe2 0 4  was an mcrease in temperature of 4% from 1105°C to 

1154®C. However there was a 10% reduction in temperature for the 

zero field reactions when the external oxygen was removed. The 

equivalent e ffec t for the applied field cannot be determined due to 

the heat sinks reducing the oxygenated experiments. I f  the external 

oxygen flow had been used for the reactions carried out in the nickel 

mount a more significant difference in the applied field effects may 

have been observed.

Table 4.6 gives a final summary of the effects of the applied field for  

the SHS formation of MgFesOA.

MgFe204 Av. Temp °C Av. Velocity mms*̂ Av.Wave Propagation

Zero Field 1105 2.01 Steady

Applied Field 1154 2.79 Oscillating

Table 4 .6  Summary of the field effects on the SHS preparation of MgFezOA 

derived from thermal imaging experiments

The differences observed between the zero and applied field  

reactions can best be explained when taking these results into 

consideration with the results from the ESRF and the Conventional 

studies. The conclusions are discussed in Chapter Seven.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Conventional X-Ray Analysis

5 Introduction

This chapter reports on the x-ray diffraction patterns and results 

derived by the application of the full pattern fitting of Rietveld 

method for SHS products and sintered products of the magnesium 

zinc ferrites, MgFe2 0 4 , Mgo.sZno.sFezOA and ZnPeaOA. Conventional X- 

ray analysis of the samples was carried out in order to determine the 

exact co-ordinates of the atoms, the unit cell dimensions, atomic 

occupation ratios and profile shape parameters. These results have 

been used to determine the effects of the applied field as well as the 

efficiency of the SHS process method of preparation for magnesium 

zinc ferrites.
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5.1 Experimental

Green mixtures were prepared according to the methods outlined in 

Chapter Two section 2.2. Reactions were carried out using the nickel 

frame and mount described in Chapter Two, in an identical method to 

the thermal imaging experiments described in section 2.5.2. A fte r the 

reaction had taken place, the pellet was allowed to cool fo r five 

minutes before being removed from the frame and broken in half. One 

half was placed in a Carbolite rapid heating furnace (with heating and 

cooling rates of 10°C a minute) and sintered at 1150°C fo r two hours 

to ensure that the reaction had been fully completed and that any 

remaining reagents reacted and were removed. The purpose of 

sintering was to make a direct comparison between the as-made SHS 

samples and the thermodynamically favourable state that forms as a 

result of the sintering process. A fte r sintering the samples were le ft 

to cool overnight. The samples were not washed or treated in any way 

but were powdered in air before beingploced in the x-ray 

diffractometer.

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded at the Royal Institution on 

the Broker D8 using a monochromatic beam of 1.5409 Â. Data was 

recorded using the fla t plate PSD step-scanning mode. A 20 collection 

range of 10 -  80° was used, with a step size of 0.146°. Approximately 

4785 data points were collected over 24 hours. Table 5.1 shows the 

data sets that were collected according to these methods. The X-ray 

diffraction patterns were then refined using the FullProf suite {hAarch 

2003 version) to determine the structure of the spinel.
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Sample SHS Products Sintered Products

(Spinel) Zero Field Applied Field Zero Field Applied Field

MgFezOA

MgosZno.sFezOA

ZnFezÛA

•  •  

•

•  •  

•  •  

•

Table 5.1 Data collected using the Briiker D8 ( • )  and D500 ( • )  x-ray

diffractometers.

Applied Field MgFez04  diffraction patterns were recorded using the D500 as 

described in Chapter Two (2.4).

5.2 Analysis of the X-ray Results

Data was collected for the samples shown in Table 5.1. The remainder 

of this chapter discusses the effects of the applied field and the 

sintering process on the atomic occupancies, as well as the lattice 

parameters and the crystal size of the samples. Initially the 

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  samples are discussed. Due to the lack of literature 

values for the occupancies and lattice parameters, there were several 

difficulties encountered when trying to refine these samples. 

Therefore, with the success of the Thermal Imaging and TRXRD 

results for the MgFe2 0 4  sample, the bulk of this work is focussed on 

these results for comparison with the other two techniques. A small 

summary is also included for the ZnFe2Û 4 samples to finish the work.
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5.3 Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204

The original intention of this work was to study the Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  

sample in order to make comparisons with the successful time resolved 

x-ray diffraction experiments carried out at the ESRF discussed in 

Chapter Three (section 3.2.2). The TRXRD patterns had proved 

difficult to refine accurately due to the lack of structural information 

for the spinel phase. The purpose of the XRD pattern refinement at 

the R I was to determine the lattice parameters and the atomic co

ordinates and occupations that could aid the refinements on the ESRF 

data. As discussed in Chapter Three, the pseudo Voigt model used to 

refine the ESRF data (Nprof = 5) could not be used to extract the 

atomic occupancies accurately from the TRXRD results given the 

number of phases present and the resolution of the individual scans. 

Refinements using traditional XRD methods allowed the comparison of 

the as made "kinetic" SHS product and the sintered "thermodynamic" 

products using the more accurate peak shape profile of the modified 

Thompson Cox Hastings (Nprof = 7) model. The results from these 

refinements could then be used to aid the refinements of the TRXRD 

scans.

5.3.1 Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204*- Sintered Results

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the zero and applied field refined plots of 

Mgo5ZnosFe2 0 4  sintered samples. The goodness of f i t  for each of 

these scans is shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.1. Refined plot fo r the f^gosZnô FezÔ  zero field sintered sample.
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Figure 5.2. Refined plot for the Mgo.sZno.sFegO  ̂ applied field (0.2 T) sintered 

sample.
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Mgo.5Zno.5F6204 Rwp Pexp Chf Bragg

Zero Field 10.2 7.71 1.76 3.51

Applied Field 11.3 9.18 1.51 3.92

Table 5 .2  Goodness of f i t  parameters for the sintered tAgo^Zno f̂ezOA samples 

prepared in zero field and applied field (0.2 T).

The patterns show a clear spinel structure with no evidence of 

unfitted peaks. The remainder of this section discusses the individual 

parameters obtained from the refinements and the differences in the 

structure of the zero field and applied field sample.

5.3.1.1 Lattice Parameters

Both the x-ray patterns in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the cubic spinel 

structure. The lattice parameter for the mixed t^go.dZno^FezOA 

composition has been reported by UCL^  ̂ in the literature but was 

calculated using the Treor programme and not a Rietveld refinement 

method. Lattice parameter results for work carried out on SHS 

powder reactions to form Mgo.sZno.sFezOA in zero field and an applied 

field of 1.1 T are shown in Table 5.3 along with the lattice parameters 

determined by the Rietveld refinement of the samples shown in 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Mgo5ZnosFe204 Lattice Parameter A

Zero Field Powder^^ 8.398 (1)

Applied Field Powder 1.1 T^^ 8.420 (1)

Zero Field Pellet (Figure s.i) 8.41259 (4)

Applied Field Pellet 0.2 T  (pig5.2) 8.41460 (17)

Table 5 .3  Lattice parameter values for the tAqo3 Zr\o5 ?ezÔ  powder samples 

prepared in zero and applied field (1.1 T) and pellets zero and applied field (0.2 T).

The results of the refinement show that the applied field samples in 

both powder and pellet forms have larger lattice parameter values 

than their zero field equivalents. The powder results agree with those 

observed in the SHS preparation of other materials including Barium 

Ferrite^^. For the pellet examples refined by the Rietveld method 

there is a less significant difference between the samples although 

the field strength has been reduced from 1.1 to 0.2 T.

The reduction in the e ffec t of the applied field may be due to the 

preparation of the sample in pellet form. The purpose of pressing the 

green mixture into a pellet was to prevent significant alignment of the 

iron powder in the field before the reaction was initiated. The effects  

of the applied field are still evident from these results and the 

explanation for the e ffec t can not be made from these results alone.
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5.3.1.2 Site Occupancies

The structure of a spinel is in the form AB2O4 . The A represents the  

tetrahedral sites and the B the octahedral sites occupied as 

described earlier in Chapter One (section 1.2.1.). Spinel ferrites can 

show a great deal of variation in atomic arrangement, depending on the  

preparation of the sample. The distribution of the Fe, Mg and Zn 

cations between the non-equivalent A and B lattice sites can be 

described by the formula:

where x = 1 for a normal spinel, so that the divalent metals occupy the  

tetrahedral site and the trivalent iron occupies the octahedral site. 

X = 0 for an inverse spinel and x = V 3 for a random distribution.

There are no literature values for the lattice parameters or the 

atomic positions from which the Rietveld refinement of the  

Mgo5ZnosFe2 0 4  spinel can be started. There are, however, detailed 

literature values for the MgPe2 0 4  and ZnPe2 0 4  arrangements. For the 

ZnPe2 0 4  spinel, the zinc atoms occupy the tetrahedral sites of the 

spinel, but in MgPe2 0 4  the iron, magnesium cation arrangement is much 

more dependent on the method of preparation. Table 5.4 gives 

examples of the differences in structure for MgPe2 0 4  samples 

recorded and refined using different methods.
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AAgFe204 Mg Fe Mg Fe Oxygen Lattice

(8a) (8a) (16d) (16d) (x,y,z) Parameter

Neutron Diffraction^^ 0.10 0.90 0.45 0.55 0.382 8.366 ^

X-Ray Diffraction^® 0.14 0.86 0.43 0.57 0.383 8.376 A

X-Ray Diffraction®^ 0.14 0.86 0.43 0.57 0.375 8.369 A

Neutron Diffraction^^ 0.12 0.88 0.44 0.56 0.381 8.366 A

(8a) - Tetrahedral Site Occupancy 

(16d) - Octahedral Site Occupancy

Table 5 .4  Lattice Parameters, Oxygen positions and site occupancies of the 

magnesium and iron atoms in AAgFez0 4 .

In  the firs t step of the Rietveld refinement, the global parameters 

(20 -zero point, instrumental profile and background) were refined. In  

the next step, the occupancies were set so that the zinc was confined 

to the tetrahedral site in agreement with the literature^\ The 

magnesium and iron cations were constrained in order that the sum of 

the same cations in the two sites always had its stoichiometric value.

At this stage, the peak shape, temperature and lattice parameters 

were refined. When R«p was at its minimum value, all of the 

parameters including the site occupancies were refined simultaneously 

giving the goodness of f i t  parameters shown in Table 5.2. The results 

of the site occupancies are given in Table 5.5, and show that there is 

no significant difference in site occupancy between the zero field and 

applied field samples.
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Zero Field Sample Applied Field Sample

Atom x , y  , z 9 Atom X , y , ]: 9

Mg 0.125 0.003 Mg 0.125 0.003

Mg 0.5 0.018 Mg 0.5 0.017

Fe 0.125 0.018 Fe 0.125 0.017

Fe 0.5 0.066 Fe 0.5 0.066

Zn 0.125 0.021 Zn 0.125 0.021

0 0.2572 0.167 0  0.2572 0.0167

[(Zno5Mgoo7Feo43)(Mgo2iFeo 79)2 0 4 ] [(Zno5Mgoo7Feo43)(Mg,oziFeo 79)2 0 4 ]

Table 5 .5  Values of the atomic co-ordinates (x, y, z) atomic occupations (g) and 

spinel structure, for a zero and applied field sample of Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 .

5.3.1.3 Crystallite Size

The refinements were run using the F d 3 m space group (227) using 

the -3  m origin. (Oxygen was in the 32 e site, A site in 8 a and B site in 

16 d). The experimental profile was fitted  by a modified Thompson 

Cox Hastings pseudo Voigt function^^ which allows for accurate 

determination of the size parameters of the phases. The function 

uses the approximation,

2 û \ l / 2Ms = ( Utan 6 + V tan 0 + W + Z/cos 0) Equation 5.1

and

Hl = X tan 0 + y/cos 0 Equation 5.2
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Where Hs is the Gaussian component of the peak width 

Hl is the Lorentzian component of the peak width 

U is the Gaussian isotropic microstructure parameter 

Z is the Gaussian isotropic crystallite size parameter 

X is the Lorentzian isotropic microstructure parameter 

y is the Lorentzian isotropic crystallite size parameter

Plots of the full width half maximum (FWHM) against 20 are shown in 

Figure 5.3 for the zero and applied field plots in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

The plots show that the applied field sample has a larger FWHM than 

the zero field sample. The [4 4 0] peak is given as an insert to show 

this more clearly.
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Figure 5 .3  FWHM for zero and applied field sintered peaks. Insert shows the 

[4 4 0] peak in zero and applied field.
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The smooth FWHM curve is a result of an isotropic dependence. The 

peak shape profile used Nprof = 7 intrinsically extracts the 

instrument and sample/size broadening. The cubic spinel phase results 

show no evidence of anisotropic broadening of peaks.

Using the profile shape parameters derived from the Rietveld 

refinement the average size of the crystals can be calculated using 

the following equation.

Size = [180 K X] /tc.Y Equation 5.3

Where, K = FWHM /  ( 2 /  %)

y = Lorentzian Isotropic Crystallite Size Parameter

The calculated sizes are shown in Table 5.6

Mgo5Zno5pe204 Average FWHM y Size

Zero Field 0.1072 0.00427 3481

Applied Field 0.1805 0.01498 1671 Â

Table 5 .6  Calculated size values for the zero and applied field samples of

M go .5Zno ,5Fe204
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5.3.2 Mgo.sZno.sFezOA: 5H5 results

At this stage it became clear from the TRXRD experiments that the 

degree to which the spinel was formed during the SHS reaction 

increased with increasing magnesium character for the MgxZni-xFe2 0 4  

spinels. For the sintered Mgo.sZno 5Fe2 0 4  sample the zinc atoms had 

been constrained to the tetrahedral site as reported in literature 

studies. However, the possibility of the zinc being in the octahedral 

position in the SHS product could not be investigated using this model 

where three atoms were confined to two sites.

With a lack of comparable data for the thermal imaging and ESRF 

data for the Mgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  sample the decision was made to move to 

the MgFe2 0 4  samples where there were two atoms and two sites to 

consider for the site occupancy. For the MgFe2 0 4  sample the 

literature results were available to support the refinement values for 

the inversion parameters and lattice parameter.
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5.4 MgFe204

For the MgFe2 0 4  samples, refinements were carried out using the 

FuliProf programme (March 2003 Version). The samples were sintered 

and SHS products prepared according to the method described in 5.1 

in zero and applied magnetic fields of 0.2 T. The refinements were 

then used to determine any differences between the applied field and 

zero field samples.

5.4.1 MgFe204: Sintered Results

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the zero and applied field sintered and 

refined plots for sintered MgFe2 0 4 . Both figures show a single phase 

spinel structure with no unfitted peaks. The goodness of f i t  

parameters for each scan is shown in Table 5.7.

Sample Rwp f̂ exp Chi^ Bragg

Zero Field 13.2 10.37 1.62 4.78

Applied Field 17.8 13.04 1.85 4.66

Table 5 .7  Goodness of f i t  parameters for the sintered MgFez0 4  samples prepared 

in zero field and applied fields of 0.2 T.
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Figure 5 .4  Refined plot for the MgFe204 zéro field sintered sample.
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Figure 5 .5  Refined plot for the AAgFez0 4  applied field sintered sample.
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5.4.2 tAg?^^OA• SHS Results

Diffraction patterns for the as-made 5HS products were not single 

phase cubic systems as seen in the sintered samples. Figure 5.6 show 

the x-ray pattern collected for the applied field SH5 product.
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Figure 5 .6  SHS MgFe204 diffraction pattern showing presence of the three phases 

MgFez0 4 , NaCl and MgxFei-xO

The pattern clearly shows the disordered magnesium fe rr ite  is the 

dominant phase (peaks identified in red). The other product of the 

reaction, sodium chloride (which is not present in the sintered 

diffraction pattern), is shown in orange. The boiling point of NaCi is 

1757 K (1484°C), the sintered sample was exposed to temperatures of 

1423 K (1150°C), and shows no evidence of the NaCI phase.
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Although the thermal imaging temperatures recorded fo r the 

MgFe2 0 4  in Chapter Four give SHS reaction temperatures in excess 

of 1538 K (1565°C), the length of time the sample remains at this 

temperature may not be sufficient to boil o ff all of the NaCI formed.

The final phase present in the diffraction pattern is MgxFei-x0 4 , 

(green). Time resolved x-ray diffraction in Chapter Three has shown 

that an intermediate phase of FexOi-x forms during the SHS reaction. 

The identification of this MgxFei-x0 4  phase in the final product 

supports this result. However, refinement and therefore the 

structure of the phase was difficult to identify since there was no 

obvious space group or value of "x" from which to begin the 

refinement. All three phases were evident in both the zero and applied 

field SHS products.

5.4.3 Comparison of MgFe204 SHS and Sintered Results

The refinements of the four MgFe2 0 4  samples provided lattice 

parameters, crystal size and atomic occupancy results which could be 

used to determine the difference between the kinetic SHS and the 

thermodynamic sintered samples as well as any applied field 

preparation effects.
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5.4.3.1 Lattice Parameters

Table 5.8 shows the lattice parameter values obtained fo r the four 

samples. The results show that there is a clear influence of the 

sintering process on the lattice parameter. In  both the zero and 

applied field case there is a reduction in the lattice parameter a fte r  

sintering.

MgFc204 Lattice Parameter (A)

Zero Field SHS sample 8.43822 (20)

Zero Field Sintered Sample 8.42744 (7)

Applied Field SHS sample 8.38788 (23)

Applied Field Sintered sample 8.36876 (9)

Tabic 5 .8  Lattice Parameters for the zero and applied field AAgFez0 4  samples 

derived from the Rietveld refinement for SHS and sintered samples.

Whilst the applied field data is in agreement with the literature 

values the zero field 8.4389 A (5HS) and 8.42744 ^ (sintered) lattice 

parameters are a great deal larger than the literature values of 8.36 - 

8.38 A given in Table 5.4.

However, a magnetic study of MgxZni-xFezÜA by Chandrasekaren and 

Sebastian^^ used x-ray diffraction to determine the lattice parameter 

of MgFe2 0 4  prepared by the conventional ceramic double sintering 

methods. The result for their lattice parameter was 8.429 A.
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The applied field appears to have reduced the lattice parameter when 

compared to the corresponding zero field examples. This is the 

opposite to the result observed earlier for the Mgo5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  

samples.

5.4.3.2 Site Occupancies

Table 5.9 shows the spinel structure as found by the refinement of 

the site occupancies. The tetrahedral and octahedral site occupancies 

of the magnesium and iron are shown as well as the resulting inversion 

parameter. The inversion parameters are derived from equation 5.2.

MgFe204 Structure Inversion Parameter

SHS Zero Field (AAgo.i8Feo.82)(AAgo.43Feo.5i)204 0.14-0.16

Sintered Zero Field (Mgo.o7Feo,93)(AAgo.47Feo.53)204 0.06-0.07

SHS Applied Field (Mgo.24Feo.76)(AAgo.37Feo.63)204 0.24-0.26

Sintered Applied Field (Mgo.ioFeo.9o)(Mgo.44Feo.56)204 0.10-0.12

Table 5 .9  Rietveld derived atomic positions for MgFe204 SHS and sintered samples.

■ The table shows that all of the samples form an inverse spinel with 

inversion parameters ranging from 0.06 -  0.26.

■ A fte r sintering the sample becomes less inverse than the as-made 

equivalent. The inversion parameter is effectively halved.
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■ Zero field samples have a greater inversion parameter than the 

equivalent applied field sample. The inversion parameter is doubled 

when compared to the applied field equivalent.

5.4.3.3 Crystallite Size

The final parameter extracted from the refinements was the average 

crystallite sizes as shown in Table 5.10 fo r the zero and applied field 

5H 5 and sintered products. These results were calculated using 

equation 5.3.

MgFe204 Crystal Size A

SHS Zero Field 840

Sintered Zero Field 2700

SHS Applied Field 790

Sintered Applied Field 1580

Table 5 .10  Crystallite sizes for the AAgFez04  SHS and sintered zero and applied 

field sample. Results are averages taken for 3 samples.

■ The sintering process increases the crystallite size from the SHS

sample. In  zero field the sintered crystallites are three times as

large and the applied field twice as large.

■ The applied field appears to d^creasz the size of the crystallites.

For the as-made SHS sample there is a reduction of 6.9%
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compared with zero field and for the sintered sample there is a 

reduction of 41.6% compared with zero field.

■ These results imply that the sintering process has less e ffec t on 

the applied field samples than the zero field samples.

5.5 ZnFezOA

Zinc fe rrite , zero field SHS and sintered sample x-ray patterns were 

collected using the b8 according to the methods described in Chapter 

Two (2.4). As in the magnesium fe rrite  example, the SHS sample 

showed evidence of more than one phase present in the scan. The 

sintered sample also showed evidence of some unfitted peaks relating 

to the NaCi phase. Figure 5.7 shows the refined sintered scan with 

the spinel phase clearly evident as well as some NaCi peaks which have 

not been fitted .
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Figure 5 .7  Refinement of a sintered zero field ZnFez0 4  pellet. Goodness of f i t  

parameters R̂ ,p = 1.24 y} = 2.88.

Figure 5.8 shows the diffraction pattern obtained for the SHS 

product as well as the data used for the refinement of Figure 5.7 for 

the sintered sample. I t  is obvious when looking at the scans that the 

reaction to form ZnFe2 0 4  has not taken place in full and that there  

are still other phases present in the diffraction pattern including, 

FeO, FezOs ZnO, and NaCl.
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Figure 5 .8  X-ray diffraction patterns of the 5HS zero field ZnFegO^ pellet (red) 

and sintered pellet (blue).

In  the sintering process the spinel forms as the dominant phase but 

there is still some evidence of reagents and NaCl remaining in the 

diffraction pattern. The sintered sample refined lattice parameter 

and atomic occupancy parameters are given in Table 5.11.

Sample Lattice structure Inversion Crystallite

Parameter Â Parameter Size Â

ZnfezOA 8.49208 (6) (Feo.o9Zno.9i)(Feo.96Zno.o4)204 0.91-0.96 900

Table 5.11 Refined lattice parameter, site occupancy values and crystallite size 

values for the sintered ZnPe204 sample.
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The results are in good agreement with the expected results. The 

lattice parameter value falls within the literature range of 8.440 

and 8.633^ (This parameter was also determined by Chandrasekaren 

and Sebastian^^). The structure of the spinel is normal with an 

inversion parameter between 0.91 and 0.96. The crystallite size is 

much smaller than fo r the MgFe2 0 4  and Mgo.5Zno5 Fe2 0 4  sintered 

samples.

5.6 Conclusions 

5.6.1. Mgo.5Zno.5F6204

The refined lattice parameters of 8.412 k  (zero field) and 8.414 k 

(applied field) fall between the literature values for the MgFe2 0 4  and 

ZnFe2 0 4  values of 8.367 k '̂̂  and 8.440 I t  is well known in the 

literature that a characteristic of all non-stoichiometric compounds is 

that their unit cell varies smoothly with composition provided the 

symmetry is unchanged. This is known as Vegards Law. From the 

accepted literature lattice parameter values of magnesium and zinc 

fe rr ite  the predicted result for the Mgo.5 Zno.5Fe2 0 4  fe rr ite  is 

8.4035^.

The refined parameters of 8.412 k  and 8.414 k  for the zero and 

applied field samples are slightly higher than this theoretical value. 

However, a positive or negative deviation from the smooth line is not 

unusual when looking at materials such as the ferrites^"^.
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The effects of the applied field on the sintered products show no 

difference with regard to tetrahedral and octahedral atomic 

occupancies. This result suggests that the thermodynamically 

favourable state of the spinel is unaffected by the applied field. 

However, it must be taken into consideration that the zinc atoms were 

confined to the tetrahedral positions.

The greatest e ffec t of the applied field can be seen when examining 

the size of the crystallites. The size of the crystal is almost double 

under zero field preparation when compared to the sample prepared in 

the field.

5.6.2 MgFezOA

The applied field has altered the spinel structure for the MgFe2 0 4  

samples for both the SHS and sintered products. In  both the SHS 

and sintered sample the applied field reduces the lattice parameter. 

Sintering the sample under zero and applied field also reduced the 

lattice parameter when compared to the equivalent SHS sample.

The inversion parameter for the four samples was greatly influenced 

by the preparation in applied field for both SHS and sintered samples, 

resulting in a doubling of the inversion parameter. The values lie in the 

range 0.06 and 0.26 and agree with the results obtained from the 

Mdssbauer spectroscopy (Chapter Six) and literature results.
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The final e ffe c t of the applied field can be seen when examining the 

size of the crystallites. The applied field decreases the size of the 

crystal when compared to the zero field preparation. However, the 

effec t on the SHS is less significant than in the sintered sample but 

is evident. These results follow the same trend that was observed for 

the Mgo5Zno sFe2 0 4  results.

5.6.3 ZnfezOA

There are few conclusions that can be drawn when looking at the data 

from the ZnFe2 0 4  samples without further work. The parameters that 

were obtained for the sintered sample are in agreement with 

literature values. However, the effects of the sintering process and 

applied field can only be discussed a fte r further refinements have 

been carried out.

5.6.4 Effects of the Sintering process

The effects of the sintering process on the structure of the spinel 

fe rr ite  can be seen from these data and results. Although there are 

only results available for the MgFe2 0 4  samples, sintering the samples 

mcreases the crystallite size and lowers the inversion parameter 

(both in zero and applied fields). I t  is clear from these results that 

the SHS reaction does not form the most thermodynamically stable 

state.
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CHAPTER S IX

Further Characterisation o f Products

6. Introduction

A wide variety of techniques were adopted to analyse the effects of 

the applied field on the SHS reactions of magnesium zinc ferrites  as 

well as the differences observed for changing magnesium content. 

Time resolved X-ray Diffraction at the ESRF, Thermal Imaging at 

UCL, and conventional X-ray analysis at the Royal Institution have 

been discussed in detail in Chapters Three, Four and Five respectively. 

This chapter discusses the characterisation of products using 

Mdssbauer Spectroscopy and Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDXA) 

analysis. The purpose of the work was to confirm the presence of the 

spinel phase in the SHS product and to determine if any field effects  

were evident.
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6.1 Mossbûuer Spectroscopy

Mdssbauer spectra were recorded with a Wissel MR-260 

constant acceleration spectrometer with a triangular drive waveform. 

Spectra were folded to remove baseline curvature and were calibrated 

relative to a-Fe at room temperature. The spectra were fitted  using 

the least squares fitting program RecoiP^.

Mdssbauer spectra were recorded at room temperature fo r all the 

ferrites as shown in Figure 6.1. The spectra were least squares fitted  

using Lorentzian lineshapes and a firs t order perturbation approach to 

the combination of electric quadrupole and magnetic interactions. Data 

points are shown in the spectra as dots, with fitted  spectra as solid 

lines. Mdssbauer parameters derived for the post-SHS zero field 

spectra are shown in Appendix 3.
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Figure 6,1 Room Temperature Mdssbauer Spectra for Mg2̂ ni_;fe204 derived from 

SHS reactions. The le ft hand column as made from SHS in zero field, the centre 

zero field and right applied field a fte r sintering at 1150®C for 2 hours. Solid lines 

represent a least squares f i t  with two subcomponents corresponding to atoms in 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites.
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The Mossbûuer spectra of the as-made materials show that the 

reaction is incomplete for some samples. The most significant 

difference is for the ZnFezOA as made sample where the main doublet 

shows evidence of a sextet in the frame which is removed as a result 

of sintering, suggesting the presence of some unreacted iron and 

FeaOa in the SHS sample.

The Mdssbauer spectra for annealed MgFe2 0 4  were fitted  with two 

subcomponents, corresponding to the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral 

(B) sites of the iron both of which are sextets. The sextet with lower 

isomer shift (6) and smaller hyperfine splitting (^hf) represents the A 

site, and the sextet with highest isomer shift and largest hyperfine 

splitting represents the B site. In  all cases the quadrupole shift is 

close to zero.

The Mdssbauer spectrum of ZnFe2Û 4 is a single doublet. This doublet 

probably corresponds to the single paramagnetic environment of Fe^* 

found on the B site. The normal ZnFe2Û4 , spinel structure is one with 

all of the Fe^* cations on the B sites and all of the Zn^* cations on the 

tetrahedral sites. There is no direct evidence in the spectrum of 

ZnFe2Û4 to suggest that iro n (III)  cations are found on the A-site, 

although, given the very small quadrupole splitting, it is not possible to 

rule out some partial site inversion for this material.
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The Mossbûuer spectrum of the annealed Mgo.25Zno.75Fe204 closely 

resembles that of ZnFe2 0 4  with a single paramagnetic doublet. The 

Mgo.75Zno.25Fe204 result closely resembles the MgFe2 0 4  results 

although there is a slightly broader sextet pattern.

These Mdssbauer spectra are consistent with the formation of a 

fairly good solid solution, as local inhomogeneous clusters of ZnFe2Û 4 

within a MgFe2Û4 matrix would be expected to show the 

characteristic central paramagnetic doublet for ZnFe2 0 4 .

The Mgo.5Zno.5Fe2 0 4  Mdssbauer pattern is the most complicated. 

There is some evidence for a central paramagnetic doublet and also 

evidence of an extremely broad sextet pattern.

The Mdssbauer spectra of the sintered products are very similar, with 

little difference observed between the samples prepared in zero 

fields and applied fields. There is an exception with the 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  sample which shows a significant differences in the 

Mdssbauer spectra between the zero and applied field synthesis. The 

sextet component was more significant in the applied field sample, 

indicating that the iron had a greater A-site occupancy in the sample 

prepared in a magnetic field^^.

Mdssbauer spectroscopy can also determine the inversion parameter 

(x). In  the case of the MgFe2Û 4 there is an inversion parameter of 0.2 

for the zero-field annealed product and 0.1 for the annealed applied 

field product.
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6.2 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis

Scanning Electron Microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray analysis 

were carried out with a Hitachi-s400 instrument. EDXA measurements 

were limited due to the 'Çiresznce of the magnesium in the materials, 

which was very close to the cut o ff point of the machine. Readings for 

the ZnFe2 0 4  were therefore the most accurate. Results showed that 

all of the products had the expected stoichiometric values within the 

range of the machine's error limits. Table 6.1 shows the complete set 

of results for the sintered zero field products using a spot size of 1 

micron.

Sample Magnesium

at%

Zinc 

at %

Iron  

at %

MgFeaÛA 38 (33) 0 (0 ) 62 (67)

MgozsZno 2sFe204 24 (25) 7 (8 ) 69 (67)

Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204 15 (16) 18 (16) 64 (68)

Mgo.25Zno.75Fe204 6 (8 ) 26 (25) 68 (67)

ZnFe2Û4 0 (0 ) 33 (33) 67 (67)

Table 6.1 Table showing the percentage fraction of each element in a series of 

magnesium zinc ferrites prepared by zero field SHS and annealed at 1150®C for two 

hours.

(x) Expected Values Atomic Fraction %
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6.3 Summary

This chapter has identified the formation of the spinels as a result of 

preparation by SHS. The Mdssbauer results show evidence for 

significant differences between the Mg2 pe0 4  as made and sintered 

products in terms of the inversion parameters. The stoichiometries of 

the products are very close to those expected, indicating that little  or 

no reactant material was lost during the SHS and sintering process.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusions

7 Introduction

This chapter offers the main conclusions of the work presented in 

this thesis. SHS reactions to form MgFe2 0 4 , MgosZno.sFezOA and 

ZnFe2Û4 have been studied in an applied field of 0.2 T  and in zero 

field. The techniques used to study the reactions have included: Time 

Resolved X-ray Diffraction and subsequent Rietveld refinement, 

Thermal Imaging studies, High-resolution x-ray analysis (including 

Rietveld refinement), Mdssbauer spectroscopy and EDXA. The results 

of the techniques have been used to study SHS combustion reactions 

and to determine the effects of an applied magnetic field on the SHS 

process and product formation.
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7,1 Time Resolved X-Ray Diffraction and Thermal Imaging 

Studies.

The work completed on TRXRD and Thermal Imaging produced the 

firs t results on the study of an SHS combustion oxidation reaction. 

The thesis presents the most complicated SHS system analysed by 

Rietveld refinement with a total of eight phases refined. Previously 

only two, three and four phase systems have been analysed by the 

Rietveld method^ '̂^^®. The experimental set up used at the ESRF, and 

the unique mount design, have enabled time resolution studies of 125 

ms, (8 frames per second) and an Identical experimental procedure to 

be used for reactions carried out in zero and applied fields. For the 

firs t time it has been possible to identify a quantitative intermediate 

for an SHS combustion process.

The Rietveld refinement Indicated that the transformation from 

reactants to products was Initially very fast. The firs t part of the 

reaction was over in 250 ms in the applied field and 500 ms in zero 

field. The synthesis wave passed thorough the area of TRXRD 

inspection at a velocity of 2 mm s'̂  in zero field and 2.79 mm s'̂  in 

applied field, as calculated from the thermal imaging studies. The 

weight fraction over time results from the TRXRD refinements show 

that there is significant reaction occurring In the space behind the 

width of the wave front, as shown in Figure 7.1.
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Propagation Wave front

Figure 7.1 Schematic showing the sample area of the TRXRD beam with respect to 

the direction of wave propagation and the reacting areas of the sample.

Even though the majority of the reaction is over in 500 ms for the 

zero field reaction and 250 ms for the applied field reaction. 

However, there is a significant "tail" of reactivity which occurs up to 

30 seconds a fte r the propagation wave enters the TRXRD frame. 

Thermal Imaging studies show that the solid has already cooled to 

temperatures below 833°C a fter 15 seconds. I t  is then somewhat 

surprising therefore, that the transformation of reactants, or 

reaction intermediates is still occurring.

The fact that the reaction is still occurring is most likely a function of 

the intermediate reagents being well dispersed through the sample, as 

a result of both the mixing in the initial grinding process to prepare 

the green mixture and as a result of the SHS process. The energy for 

this transformation is provided to the system from the sample itself
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as the SH5 reaction occurs, as opposed to the conventional ceramic 

synthesis which uses an external heat source (furnace).

I t  was observed that the applied field did a ffec t the SHS process. 

From the TRXRD studies the external field seemed to halve the 

reaction time for the initial process (the firs t 200-500 ms of the 

reaction), but did not a ffec t the longer-term evolution of the spinel 

phase fraction. For example, there was an equivalent phase fraction of 

MgFe2 0 4  formed at 20 seconds for both the zero and the applied 

field samples.

This could indicate that the applied field is the most influential when 

the reagents are in their "molten" synthesis wave condition, rather 

then when the reagents have cooled in the post synthesis wave region.

Applied field has an effect 
on the synthesis wave 

where the ions are more 
mobile

r S
V

Applied field does
not influence the
SHS reaction in
the sample area
behind the wave ^  Direction of w » /e

front. propagation

J t-

Propagation W * /e  front

Figure 7 .2  Schematic showing the areas of the sample affected by the applied 

magnetic field.
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This result can be compared to work by Nerseyan e f a! '̂  ̂ which found 

that an magnetic field was generated by the passage of the SHS 

propagation wave. The movement of charged particles in the 

propagation wave front generated these magnetic fields. This 

influence can be used here to which could explain the effects of the 

applied field on the reaction speeds.

From the thermal imaging studies an applied field is seen to increase 

the speed of the propagation wave and to mcrease the reacY\or\ 

temperature by approximately 50°C. I t  also appears to cause a more 

oscillatory wave propagation method through the sample. Ideas 

discussed in Chapter Three related the movement of the synthesis 

wave due to heat islands. From our side-on imaging studies we showed 

that this is due to differential rates of propagation through the 

surface versus the bulk. The heat islands may therefore be due to 

surface cracks, allowing heat to reach the surface from the bulk; or 

due to in-homogeneities in the green mixture.

One of the key findings from the TRXRD and Thermal Imaging studies 

is that by pressing the reagents into pellets, and by conducting the 

experiments in an identical fashion, the effects of the applied field 

could be elucidated and not attributed (as in previous work®°) to 

changes in experimental procedure.

When considering why the applied field influences these reactions 

there are several ideas that have been put forward:
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•  Pre-organisation of the starting material in the applied field  

allowing easier propagation through the sample^ .̂

•  "Field bellows" e ffec t, where the oxygen is attracted into the 

applied field®^

• Formation of a plasma and consequent influence on the plasma by 

the Lorentz force.

Pre-organisation of the materials is limited by the pellet formation. 

Reactions carried out with and without an external flow of oxygen had 

no real e ffec t on the reaction speeds, or product formation.

The idea that the "molten" flame front has plasma type properties 

holds some appeal. The fact that the propagation wave has some 

direction and from related work has the presence of molten ions, 

(Kuznetzov, Morozov and Nerseyan®^) means that these ions will be 

influenced by the external field. In  this case it is seen to speed up the 

reaction, most likely due to the fact that the mobility of the ions is 

significantly increased in the presence of the magnetic field. This 

effec t is due to the action of the Lorentz force on the ions.

7.2 High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction

Samples of MgFe2Û4, Mgo.sZnosFezOA and ZnFezOA were prepared by 

SHS in zero and applied fields of 0.2 T. The products were examined 

using high-resolution X-ray diffraction at the Royal Institution. The
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powder diffraction patterns were then analysed using the Rietveld 

fitting programme FullProf (March 2003 version).

The primary focus of the work was to identify the site occupancies of 

the Mg^VZn^^ and Fe^* ions, and to determine if the occupancies were 

perturbed by an external applied field. Furthermore, both the kinetic 

(post SHS) and thermodynamic (post sintering) site occupancies were 

addressed. A final study was made into the e ffec t of the crystallite 

size with respect to synthesis conditions.

From this thesis the Mgo5Zno5 Fe2 0 4  sample was too complicated to 

draw firm conclusions. The possibility of three atoms located on two 

sites was impossible to f i t  for using the FullProf program without 

making unrealistic assumptions or force one atom to occupy a specific 

site. However, the fitting was possible for the MgFezOA sample where 

the inversion parameter x  describes the mixing of the Mg ions across 

the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites for the expression;

(MgxFei-x)A(Mgi-xFei+x)B04.

For the zero field reaction the inversion parameter x was 0.15, 

whereas for the identical applied field reaction it was 0.25. This 

applied field result is significantly higher than for conventionally 

prepared material where the inversion parameter is in the range 0.10-

0.14.
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The applied field therefore appears to encourage a more random 

distribution of the Mg atoms within the lattice. This is to be expected 

since the reaction in applied field was found to be hotter and faster 

from the TRXRD and Thermal Imaging studies. This result indicates 

that the Mg is in part "frozen" into the thermodynamically 

unfavourable tetrahedral site by the applied field. Notably when the 

zero field and applied field SHS samples are sintered the inversion 

parameter falls to 0.06 in zero field and 0.12 in applied field, within 

the range closer to the values associated with the thermodynamically 

favourable product. The other influence of the applied field is on the 

crystallite size. The as made SHS sample has a crystallite size of 840 

^ when compared to the applied field sample with size 790A  for the 

MgFe2 0 4  products.

The ability to sinter these samples is significantly different, the zero 

field sample crystal size mcreases to 2700 Â on sintering compared 

with the equivalent applied field sample which \r\cre.aszs under 

identical conditions to 1580 Similar effects were observed for the 

Mgo.5Zno.5 Fe2 0 4  where the sintered samples had crystallite sizes of 

3480 A and 1670 A respectively in zero and applied field.

I t  is possible that the difference in the crystallite sizes is a result of 

changes taking place in the sintering process. Significant activation 

energy would be required for the SHS applied field sample to form 

the more thermodynamically favoured state achieved in the sintering 

process. This could result in less energy being available for the 

formation of the crystallites in the applied field sample.
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APPENDIX 1

TRXRD Station ID ll  ESRF

The radiation source at ID l l  is provided by an invacuum undulator or a 

w/iggler. The invacuum undulator is the source most commonly used at 

ID l l  and the source used for the experiments discussed in this work. 

Undulators provide a method to take maximum advantage of the intrinsic 

brightness of the synchrotron-radiation source.

An undulator is formed from an array of closely spaced vertically 

oriented dipole magnets of alternating polarity. As the electron beam 

passes longitudinally through the array, its trajectory oscillates in the 

horizontal plane. Due to the relatively weak field, radiation cones emitted 

at each bend in the trajectory overlap. This gives rise to a constructive 

interference effect resulting in one or a few spectrally narrow peaks (a 

fundamental and harmonics) in a beam that is highly collimated in both 

the horizontal and vertical directions® .̂ Tuning the wavelengths of the 

harmonics is by means of mechanically adjusting the vertical spacing (gap) 

between the pole tips. A characteristic spectrum of the undulator 

response from ID l l  is shown in Figure Al.l.
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Figure A l . l  Characteristic spectrum of the undulator response at ID l l  taken with a 

band width of 8 mm.

A Smart 6500 single crystal diffractometer from Brüker forms the 

experimental station in the experimental hutch. The high sensitivity of 

the CCD camera and high flux of the x-ray source allows diffraction 

experiments to be carried out on micro-crystals as well as the detection 

of weak superstructure peaks.

The SHS reaction can be followed on a time scale of 100 ms. Powder 

diffraction patterns can be recorded on this time scale using a high speed 

CCD camera coupled to an image intensifier x-ray sensitive detector with 

a 1024 X  1024 pixel frame. As the reaction proceeds data was collected 

for the green mixture, reaction front, post heated and cooled sample.

Each of the phases present before, during and after the reaction were 

identified and the reaction mechanism determined by Rietveld refinement 

using Fullprof.
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APPENDIX 2

MgFe204  Thermal Imaging Experiments

Field Mode of Cooling Path of Successful
(T) Propagation Frames Propagation or Failed

Applied 0.2 T None Partial None FAILED
Applied 0.2 T Unsteady 

but breaks
No Top middle 

Straight 
down

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Unsteady No Top right 
to Bottom 

Left

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Unsteady Partial Top right SUCCESS
to Bottom 

Left
Applied 0.2 T Failed - - FAILED
Applied 0.2 T Hot streaks, Partial Top Right Pellet

pellet snaps to Bottom Cracked
at 116 Left Moved in 

Field
Applied 0.2 T Partial then No Top Right Pellet

snaps to Bottom 
Left

Cracked 
Moved in 

Field
Applied 0.2 T Full with hot 

lines
No Top Right 

to Bottom 
Left

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Unsteady Full Top Right 
to Bottom 

Left

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Full steady, 
snaps bef. 

cooling

No Top to 
Bottom

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Strange dots - - FAILED
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of heat
. Applied 0.2 T Two parts of 

prop meet in 
middle

Full Top and 
Bottom 
Meet

SUCCESS

Applied 0.2 T Full Full Top Right 
to Bottom 

Left

SUCCESS

Zero Field Blotchy, not 
full frame

Full Top to 
Bottom

SUCCESS

Zero Field Two parts of 
prop meet in 

middle

Full SUCCESS

Zero Field Blotches of 
heat sum to 

full prop

Full Top and 
Bottom 
meet

SUCCESS

Zero Field Full steady Full SUCCESS
Zero Field Full Steady Partial SUCCESS
Zero Field Blotchy, 

unsteady full
Full Top to 

Bottom
SUCCESS

Zero Field Pellet breaks 
half way

FAILED

Zero Field Full steady Full Top to 
Bottom

SUCCESS

Zero Field Partial
steady

Full Top Left 
Bottom 
Right

SUCCESS

Zero Field Full steady Full Top to 
Bottom

SUCCESS
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APPENDIX 3

Môssbauer Fits

Mdssbauer parameters derived for the post-SHS zero field spectra 

by br Q Pankhurst are shown below.

1. Analysis of MgFe204 SHS product

project: MgZnF
document: m g l slope corrected
data document: m g l slope corrected

Fit Summary
no. o f  data points: 287
no. o f  sextets in model: 2  

no. o f parameters in model: 19
no. o f  refined parameters : 15
reduced = 13.3912
uncertainties calculated using the covariance matrix

Global Parameters
Background = 5381990(470) counts

Site Parameters

Sextet 1 

Sextet 2

Sextet 1 
Sextet 2

CS
(mm/s)
0.3943(85)
846000(38000)
0.0833(98)
252000(33000)

A 1 / A 3

3*
3*

(mm/s)
0.0137(38)
0.2104(69)
-0.0806(69)
0.134(13)

A 2 / A 3

2 *

2 *

i

V (mm/s)

H
(kO e)
484.37(28)

478.45(52)

W 1 / W 3

1.984(56)
2.15(17)

A
(counts mm/s)

W3

(mm/s)

W 2 / W 3

1.580(47)
1.38(10)

Compiled Site Properties

Sextet 1 
Sextet 2

Site Populations
77.1(35)
22.9(31)
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2. Analysis of MgoysZno.zBpezOA

project; MgZnF
document: 75m gl slope corrected
data document: 75m gl slope corrected

Fit Summary
no. o f  data points: 287
no. o f  QSD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  HFD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  parameters in  model: 25
no. o f  refined parameters: 15
reduced = 2.42031
uncertainties calculated using the covariance m atrix

Global Parameters
Background = 2082810(260) counts 
Lorentzian H W H M  = 0.097* mm/s

S
I

V (mm/s)

Site Distribution Parameters
5o 5, A A ./A+
(mm/s) (countsm m /s)

QSD site 1 0.3752(49) 0 * 94200(2900) 1 *

P <A> CTa

(% ) (m m/s) (mm/s)
QSD site 1 comp 1 1 0 0 * 0.3923(78) 0.305(16)

So 5) Go Gl
(mm/s) (m m/s)

HFD site 1 0.333(31) 0 * -0.014(30) 0 *

A A 2 /A 3 A 1/A 3

(countsm m /s)
HFD site 1 202900(6000) 2 * 3*

P <H> CTh

(% ) (kOe) (kOe)
HFD site 1 comp 1 35.2021* 374(35) 64(37)

comp 2 42(12) 1 0 0 * 116(86)
comp 3 23(19) 460.9(52) 30(10)

Compiled Site Properties

Site Populations
QSD site 1 31.72(92)
HFD site 1 68.28(92)

<CS> <|A|> stdev(|Al) skew(|A|)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (m m/s)

QSD site 1 0.375175 0.420867 0.264139 0.525078

<CS> < 8 > <|H|> stdev(|H|)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (kOe) (kOe)

HFD site 1 0.33288 -0.0135979 289.118 159.681

skew(|H|)

-0.348556
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3. Analysis o f Mgo.5Zno.5Fe204

project: M gZnF
document: m gzn l slope corrected
data document: m gznl slope corrected

Fit Summary
no. o f  data points: 287
no. o f  QSD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  HFD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  parameters in  model: 25
no. o f  refined parameters : 15
reduced = 4.20202
uncertainties calculated using the covariance matrix

Global Parameters
Background = 13409800(1000) counts 
Lorentzian H W H M  = 0.097* mm/s

f
8
O

I

.10 10

V (mm/s)

Site Distribution Parameters
So 8 , A A ./A+
(mm/s) (countsm m /s)

QSD site 1 0.3837(72) 0 * 238000(10000) 1 *

P <A) CTa
(% ) (m m/s) (m m/s)

QSD site 1 comp 1 1 0 0 * 0.577(10) 0.429(20)

Sq 5, Go 6 1

(mm/s) (m m/s)
HFD site 1 0.3344(86) 0 * -0.0087(83) 0 *

A A 2 /A 3 A 1/A 3

(countsm m /s)
HFD site 1 1427000(22000) 2 * 3*

P <H) cTh

(% ) (kO e) (kOe)
HFD site 1 comp 1 34.6247* 382(17) 64(13)

comp 2 36.6(57) 1 0 0 * 213(61)
comp 3 28.8(77) 458.5(13) 29.8(32)

Compiled Site Properties

Site Populations
QSD site 1 14.30(57)
HFD site 1 85.70(57)

<CS> <|A|> stdev(|A|) skew(|A|)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s)

QSD site 1 0.383732 0.612642 0.376452 0.48895

<CS> <8 > <|H|> stdev(lH |)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (kO e) (kO e)

H FD  site 1 0.334368 -0.00866517 333.135 148.25

skew(|H|)

-0.728635
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4. Analysis of Mgo.25Zno.75Fe204

project: MgZnF
document: 75znl slope corrected
data document: 75znl slope corrected

Fit Summary
no. o f  data points: 287
no. o f  QSD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  HFD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  parameters in model: 25
no. o f  refined parameters: 16
reduced = 0.916404
uncertainties calculated using the covariance matrix

Global Parameters
Background =  8921680(710) counts 
Lorentzian H W H M  = 0.097* mm/s

I
0

V (mm/s)

Site Distribution Parameters
Ô0 5i A A ./A +
(mm/s) (counts mm/s)

QSD site 1 -0.3664(74) 0 * 72000(14000) 1 *

P <A) CTa
(% ) (mm/s) (m m/s)

QSD site 1 comp 1 1 0 0 * 0.487(25) 0.160(40)

5o 5, Go Gl
(mm/s) (mm/s)

HFD site 1 -0.477(22) 0 * -0.054(26) 0 *

A A 2 / A 3 A 1 / A 3

(countsm m /s)
HFD site 1 471000(22000) 2 * 3*

P <H) CTh

(% ) (kOe) (kO e)
HFD site 1 comp 1 29.4613* 28.8(25) 23.4(47)

comp 2 42(11) 239(55) 157(42)
comp 3 28.6(95) 427.3(46) 49.5(93)

Compiled Site Properties

QSD site 1 
HFD site 1

Site Populations
13.2(23)
86.8(23)

<CS> <|A|> stdev(|A|) skew(|Al)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s)

QSD site 1 -0.366404 0.48692 0.159419 0.0164016

<CS> <E> <|H|> stdev(lH |) skew(|H|)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (kOe) (kO e)

H FD  site 1 -0.477045 -0.053785 235.221 179.422 0.112062
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5.Analysis of Z hFczOa

project: MgZnF
document: zn l slope corrected
data document: zn l slope corrected

Fit Summary
no. o f  data points: 287
no. o f  QSD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  HFD sites in  model: 1
no. o f  parameters in model: 25
no. o f  refined parameters: 16
reduced ^  2.73539
uncertainties calculated using the covariance m atrix

.1

V (mm/s)

Global Parameters
Background = 4771000(560) counts 
Lorentzian H W H M  = 0.097* mm/s

Site Distribution Parameters
Ô0 Si A A ./A+
(mm/s) (coun tsm m /s)

QSD site 1 0.3596(39) 0* 97000(11000) 1*

P (A> CTa
(% ) (m m /s) (m m/s)

QSD site 1 comp 1 100* 0.378(13) 0.118(22)

So Si Go Gl
(mm/s) (m m /s)

HFD site 1 0.476(12) 0* 0.084(15) 0*

A A 2 / A 3 A 1 / A 3

(countsm m /s)
HFD site 1 699000(18000) 2* 3*

P <H> CTh

(% ) (kO e) (kO e)
HFD site 1 comp 1 51.6644* 298(18) 179(11)

comp 2 26.2(17) 26.0(21) 23.2(27)
comp 3 22.2(30) 450.4(24) 45.3(42)

Compiled Site Properties

QSD site 1 
H FD  site 1

Site Populations
12.1( 12)
87.9(12)

<CS> <|A|> stdev(|Al) skew(|A|)
(mm/s) (mm/s) (mm/s)

QSD site 1 0.359596 0.37801 0.117486 0.0100256

<CS> <8> <|H|> stdev(|H|) skew(|H|)
(mm/s) (m m/s) (kOe) (kO e)

H FD site 1 0.475881 0.0835365 264.972 194.683 0.0921706
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Ferrites were fitted with a B:A site area ratio of 1 : 0.67 ± 0.03. 

These fits were performed using the recoil program®"̂  and the 

following parameters have been defined:

Isomer shift, CS = Ô (± 0.01 mm s"̂ ),

Quadropole shift sextet s (± 0.02 mm s' )̂, 

doublet A (± 0.02 mm s'̂ ),

Linewidth, r  sextet, 2 . wi/ws . ws = F (± 0.001 mm s' )̂, 

doublet, 2 . wi 

Hyperfine field, Bhf (± 1 kOe)
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